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Abstract
As distance education enters the mainstream of higher learning,
educators must not only adapt to changing technology but must also recognize
and promote it as a quality alternative to traditional classroom learning
Outcome measurement including academic achievement and student
satisfadion supports the expanding role of distance education as a viable and
rewarding choice for learners . This paper folio explores student readiness for
distance education and the importance of faculty preparation and support,
typical characteristics of tOday'sdistance leamer, as well as distance
education's unique fulfillment of adult learning theories. Because of the
distinctive characteristics of the province as well as a superlative access to the
newest technological advances, institutions delivering the Bachelor of Nursing
Collaborative Program in Newfoundland and labrador are well placed to offer a
world-class distance education program. Distance education is envisioned as
an agent for ch~nge, expansion, and diversity in the nursing program,
particularly as it responds to the educational needs of adultleamers.
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The number of adults pursuing academic programs is growing in record
numbers . According to Statisbcs Canada (1997), in 1993-94 adults aged 25 and
over made up approximately 67% of all college students, 25% of aUfull- time
university students, and the vast majority of the part -time student body. Since
1972 , the ir presence at universities has inaeased at more than twice the rate for
those unde r 25 (Statistics Canada, 1997). One powerfu l demograph ic influence
is that of the "Baby Boom" population (those bam between 1946 and 1964 ) who
tend to show a stron g desire for cont inued leami ng whe ther it be for improved
work environments or to keep abreast of the rapidly changing worl d. A more
recent demographic force involves Children of the Baby Boomers who are past
age 25 and coccee to remain in school or to re tum to school like their parents.
Meniam & Caffarella (1991) accounted for this trend by highlight ing the
impact of our aging population, a larger number of adul ts than youth, and the
increased educationallevet of leday's &dutts (a strong pred ictor of participatton
in conti nuing education) . MacNeil (1986) pointed 10the effect of tOday's
information age on lifelong Ieaming which requires upgrading of knowledge and
skills 10keep pace wi th modem workpl ace demand s. Shoemaker (1998 ) also
emphasized that rapid technological Changes are compelling adulls to enhance
their careers through formal educali on program s. As well, with several career
Changes pred icted for worki ng adu lts in tOday's society, retum ing to school "is
becoming a must and not an option" (p. 5). Regardless of the reasons for this
growing trend, the education of adults has now assumed a significant role in
society , and enrollment is expected to continue increasing (Cantelon, 1995).
Higher education institutions are responding to the demographic and
technological changes that are resulting in growing numbers of adult leamers.
With a declining enrollment of younger students , aged 18 to 25 , universities and
colleges are placing an emphasis on designing new programs and services to
meet the learning needs of the rapidly growing adult student population. The
mission of many modem universities and colleges includes providing high
quality, relevant courses that reach out to these non·traditional learners .
empowering them to keep pace with change both in their careers and in their
personal lives . As Shoemaker (1998) pointed out, by placing such emphasis on
lifelong learning opportunities for the adult community , the inst itution benefits by
eJctending its reputation and credibility, gaining an additional link to society and
enhanc ing its service to the community.
In particular, the expansion of distance education courses and programs
in today's universities and colleges has opened doors for many adults who have
a desire or a need to pursue academic education but are unable to anend on-
campus courses . By embracing the benefits of technology in developing
distance programs in the past decade, administrators and educators in the field
have made huge strides in improving the quality, quantity. status , and influence
of distance education. Keegan (1996) pointed out that as a result , distance
programm ing now plays a new and aucial role as a compl ement to SChOOls and
univers ities to accommodate the inaeasing numbers of le arners.
It has been predict ed among advocates of d istance learning that witl"l the
advanced techno logy ava ilable today to deliver educa tiOn~ms by distance,
the traditiona l stnJcture of univers ities will become unnecessary as student s opt
for the convenience of learning at home or in the workplace. Futurists like
Dolence and Noms ( 199 5 ) envisioned a transformation in higher education
whereby students enccse from an array of courses ava ilab le at their location ,
work independently at their own pace, and complete the courses not by
semester but when eno ugh leam ing has occurred to apply that knowledge
direct ly or to future learning. Honegger (1996) pointed out that full support for
distan ce education is stalled by many administrators and educa tors in higher
educa tion becau se of an unwarranted fear that it wi'llwipe out traditiona l campus
educa tion . But.in view of the rapid improvements in the field through today' s
technol ogy. Honegger env isioned distance edueatiOn in the fuhx e not as a
repl acement for traditional learning but equally balanced with it to meet the
increasing demands fOf"educatiOn among adults.
The pred ided burgeoning in distance higher education in the new
millennium has major impli cat ions for those involved in program design , de livery,
and evaluation. In meeting the growing demand for new and improved course
offerings, distance educators will be challenged to ensure program effect iveness
and a successful, satisfy ing learner experience .
It is vital that, besides choosing among the many technOlogies and other
appropriate instructional materials to deliver distance programs, elements of
student learning, such as individual backgrounds, needs, characteristics, and
interests, be integrated in the planning of these neweducational delivery
systems. There is little doubt that the ultimate goal of education, whether it be
by traditional or non-traditional methOds, is to facilitate and support students in
their learning. As Holmberg (1995) stressed , it is "any educator's most important
task" and, thus , the main focus in planning and delivering education (p. 32).
The application of the principles of learning at a distance are no different
from their application by the traditional methOd. Distance students , like their on-
campus counterparts, must be active leamers . Instead of passively receiving
information from the teacher , students must actively interpret content , connect it
with already acquired knowledge, and fit it to existing cognitive structures
(Schuemer, 1993). Distance educators and conventional educators alike are,
therefore, concerned with the same psychological mechanisms through which
the leamer perceives, assimilates, stores , and retrieves infonnation.
Student leaming in the distance setting is the theme chosen for this paper
folio. Through a review of the literature, the author will explore specific topics in
adult distance education: (a) student readiness , (b)facutty preparation, and (c)
student outcomes. Although these topics wilt address three diverse aspects of
Ihe distance learning experience, they are similar in that they are each relevant
10 endeavours that aim at promoting and enhancing student learning
The first paper addresses student readiness and examines , through
relevant research , the characteristics and conditions about the learner that are
shown to prepare him or her for the distance leaming experience. It seems
reasonable to assume that adul t learners (who usually are fUlfilling multiple
roles) experience difficulty in coping with the demands placed upon them
academically. If so, then adult leamers who choose to pursue the same courses
at a physical distance from the teacher must experience additional difficulties.
Adjusting to self·paced . independent leaming , using technology to replace the
classroom experience , and having minimal contact with the teacher requires a
great deal of seft-crecipnne and self-direction . This author presents an account
of those learner charaderistics identified in the literature as being necessary for
a succe ssfu l. satisfying . distance learning experience.
It is evident in the literature that although distance education uses
methods and technologies that are unfamiliar to most conventional teachers ,
faculty are often encouraged to move their classroom courses to a distance
format without prior training . As Cyrs (1997) stressed , " institutions that
perpetuate this attitude and do not provide training for distance learning
instructors will not survive in the growing student consumer market" (p_15).
Faculty preparation, the topic chosen for the second paper, focuses on the
critica l role of the teacher in Ihe distance leaming process . More specifically,
this paper addresses the special challenges c:ontronted by those teaetling at a
d istance and the impOrtance d ongoing professional development programs for
them in order to learn the new skill s of distance methOdOlog ies . Based on the
nterane e, the elements of profess ional development programs necessary to
enhance teacher effectiveness are discussed.
The fina l paper provides 8 review of the l iterature on learner outcomes of
distance educa tion . Because the aim of teaetling is undoubtedly to he lp
students learn , educators are part icularly interested in 8\laluating the process of
student learn ing rather than other aspects of evaluation, such as the
effect iveness of teaching methoc:lologies. In view of the growing variety of
di stance del ivery systems, distance educators today are espe cially interested in
examining how well student s have leamed as a resu lt of those unconventional
learn ing experiences. The author presents research find ing s of student
academic ach ieve ment in distance education and how' these outcomes compare
with the outcome s of conv entiona l studen ts. In addition , research is d iscussed
that focuses on students' feel ings, attitudes, and opinions of distance educa tion
Th is type of da ta serves to enlighte n educators about the fundamental que stion
of the effect iveness of distance educa tion in helpi ng studen ts to learn.
The purpose of th is paper folio is to highlight the signi ficant role of
distance education as a viable educational option in the baccalaureate nurs ing
program in Newfoundland and Labrador. An increasing number of students
enroll ing in this new program are adults who are fulfilling various other roles
while pursuing their education. For these students, the vast majority of whom
are women, the economics of travel and accommodations, the responsibilities of
home and children, and the need for continual income pose obstacles if they
must attend on-site classes throughout their program of study .
Nurse educators here , as around the world , are challenged to provide an
education program that is flexible, accessible, and adaptable to students' diverse
educational needs. Distance education responds effectively because it reduces
many of the barriers to adult learners ' participation . By facilitating self-directed
reaming in off-campus settings, distance education allows these non-traditional
students to more easily balance the combination of study with work and family
life. Through the use of today's sophisticated telecommunications technologies
to deliver distance instruction, nursing education in this province can be
expanded without compromising the educational integrity of the courses.
P_,
Student Read iness for Distance learning
Distance education is playing an incre asingly important role in academ ic
programs throughout the wor1d . Student~ing at 8 distance is at the heart of
th is grow;ng field . To provide optimalleaming opportlXlities for every student
who enrolls is the ultimate goal of prog ram designers and educators alike. This
first paper examine s one aspect of student learning : that of the student
conditions or chara cteristics that foretell readiness for distance education.
Ttv ough a review of the literature, seve ral cogn itive, demograph ic, and
psychological fadors that contribute to readiness for success and satisf act ion
with the distance leaming experience are examined.
The Adya ntage s and Qisadvantages of Dis tance Educat ion
The rap id growth of adult distance educa tion in the past decade spurs an
examination of the attr active teanses of this virtually lM'1familiar learn ing
env irorment. It seems that the most obvtous adv antage of distance education
for adu lts who tencr to hol d many ro les is its eee••• lb lll ty . Th is feature makes it
par1iCUlar1y attract ive for adults 'Nhose fam ily. profess ional, and social
commitments make it impossible to aUend on-site classes. Distance reamers
are afforded the opport unity to determ ine where they will receiv e inst ruct ion and
when they will learn . This independent learning structure allows individual
students to learn for themselves and by themselves, when it is most convenient,
but is seldom encountered in traditional instruction (Stewart. 1981 ).
Willis (1994) pointed to the social equity that is promoted by distance
educat ion. Students in remote areas can receive instruction which previously
was available only in urban or more populated areas. By offering instructional
alternati ves, these crt-campus programs open coo-s to adults such as mothers
working at home , the physically challenged, and older adults who may otherwise
be denied the opportunity to participate in higher education.
Its claimed economic benefits make the distance format a viable option
to pursuing university education . Savings in the cost of housing and
transportation. usually incurred for on-site classes , makes distance education
attractive to many students (Will is. 1994 ). Institutions whose enrollmen t is
declining for on-campus students can increase enrollment through distance
learning programs while avoiding the expense of construction and maintenance
costs of facilities to deliver such programs (Cantelon, 1995).
A fourth attracti ve feature of distance education is the relative anonymity
and privacy it allows learners in their learning efforts. Ohler (1989) explained
that the chance to operate outside of the educational mainstream is what attracts
some learners and contributes to their success. For these students the idea of
being in a traditional classroom face to face with the instructor and other
students may be very disconcerting. Students who feel humiliated by pressure
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to spea k out in a dassroom sett ing can , more comfortably, contribute to group
discu s sion in an asynchronous env iron ment often via tedVlology. Students who
pref er not to share the ir progre$$ or fail...-e in learning with peers are les s
press ....ed to do so in a distance structure than in a Classroom.
Yet another advantage, reoognized by Cante lon (1995 ) and Stewart
(198 1), is the frHdom from the Inft..i~.Jecture.typeInstruction common i.,
tradition al Classrooms , a format that can stifle learners' individual goalS , leaming
needs, or interests. In the distance sett ing , the leamer is not bound by the
leaming pattem of the group but , instead, may freely choose to omit content that
is familiar and learn the necessary content at hi5lher own pace ttvough read ing
or other methOds
Although distance education has grea t potential to serve as an equal
partner with tra ditiOnal education for the expanding adul t market , it is not without
disadvantages. The ma in d ifference between conv ent iona l and distance
education concerns the interaction between the teacher and the learne r
(Keeg an , 1996) . Despi te dramatic improvements ov er the past decade,
interpersona l commu nieat ion , a vital component of eff ective learn ing, may still be
comprom ised for the d istance Ieamer. The learner may face such obstacles as
no spo ken language, abse nce of non-verbal corrmunicat ion, absence of a
feed back process , delayed re inforcement. lack of communication with fellow
students, as well as non-cognitive factors like lack of peer support , loneliness,
anxiety , and uncertainty.
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However, some recent writers of distance eduea tion greatly downplay the
signifICance of these compromises. Writer-slike Cantelon (1995) praised
distance education 8.an effedive method for today. adu lt learners. The
geographi c d istance once recognized as a drawba Ck to learni ng has been
eliminated, Cantelon stated, by ""the cyberspac:e of electroni c networking" (p. 9 ).
As a result, physical d istance today is no h.xther away than one 's computer
screen (Cantelon . 1995). Still. gurus in distance educat ion like Willi s (1994) and
Keegan (1996 ) stressed that developing strateg ies to improve sludent·leacher
interact ion in this non -ccrwenncnat educational sett ing is an ongoing endeavour.
Profile of the Adult Distance Leamer
Demographic characterist ics of the adult distance learne r do not differ
signifi canUy from those of the adult learner whO part icipates in oo-site cou rse s.
First introd uced by Johnstone and Rivera in the 1960s and Changed very little
since that time , the profi le of adult leafT'l8($ sugge sts that they: are more oft en
women tha n men (approx imately 55%); typteally under 40 years of age ; have
completed some prior po st-secondary education; etiOY an above-average
income ; are emp loyed full time , mos t often in while co llar oec:upations ; are
marri ed and have children; and jive in an urban area (Merriam & Caffarella ,
1991).
In a study of distance education graduates from Alberta's Athabaska
University between 1985 and 1990 , women who were 25 to 45 years old made
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up 65% of the distance learning students. Most part icipants lived in uroan rather
than rura l area s (70%), and 73% of enrolled students had previous pos t-
second ary educatiOn. AJJ we ll, an overwhelming 95 % of these distance students
studied part time (Owen & HotChkis, 1991) .
A similar study conducIed partly to tdentify the demographic
charact eri st ics of students enrol~ in Ryerson Polytechnteal Institut e's Open
College in Ontario revealed that these distance college students wer e
predominantly female (77.9%). Approximately 46% of the students were
between the ages of 31 and 46 years , 58% were marr ied , and 51% had no
depe ndent chi ldren . Approximately two- thirds of these Open College stude nts
had either graduated from university or had previo us university experie nce .
Sixty-seven percen t of the stude nts lived within 50 miles of the Open College.
83% were emp loyed outs ide the home, and 62 .2% were empfoyed on a fun -l ime
bas is (Robi nson . 1992 ).
Ho lmberg (1995 ), whO has written extensive ly on distance education ,
pointed out tha t despite commona lties like these , adu lt distance ieeme-s eamol
be considered an homogenous grou p. The ir diverse characteristics , needs, and
interests make them individually unique despite the similarities ident ified through
resea rch .
Although the demograph ics of both groups have changed little ove r the
past few decades, recent research findings suggest tha t the demograph ics of
distance lea rner s may be Changing. After a decade in wh ich distance student
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enro llment quadrupled at a western Canadian Uni versi ty, a study of
demOgraphic characteristics was conducted to inve stigate the reasons why
"h istorica lly atypar students were enrol ling in independent study (Wa llace ,
1996 , p. 1). Find ings revea led that th is student population has shifted towa rd
you ng student s living cJoser to the university wi th full-time course loads
compri sing both d istance and on-eampus courses. The mean age of these
stude nts dropped steadily from 32 years of age in 1983-84 to 26 years of age in
1994·95, and the percentage of students under 26 years old more than doub led.
As well , the percentage of students living close to the university ( in the same
city) and taking at least one on-eampus course more than doubled in the ten-
year periOd. The main reason given for purSUing distance leaming instead of
on-site courses was work convn itments. Students were atVaded to independent
study becau se it allowS control of the t ime . place, and pace of learn ing . The se
findings have import ant implications for the field of distance education in that the
long -held assumpt ion that distance leamers are part-time aduh students may be
cha nging (Wallace, 1996).
Theori es of Aduh Educa tion and Adult Distance Edueatioo
The teach ing of adu lts is recognized go ing back 10the time of Plato and
Socr ates. However, it wa s not until the 1920s and 1930s that educators began
to realize that different methods were needed to teach adults than those used for
teachi ng children.
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In the 1950s. C. O. Hou le ( 196 1) identifi ed Uvee types of adul t leamen.
They incl uded (a> goaJ<ll'iented le arners whO use leam ing to reach a specifIC
goal SUCha s adva nci ng 8 career, (b ) adivity -ori ented learners whOse motivation
to part icipat e is derlved from the soci al contact or the activity itse lf , and (e)
leam ing-oriented learner s who pu rs ue further education simply to grow through
additional knowiedge. Houle's research provides a framework of ind ividual
learner mot ives.
Two decades later, in 1973 . Malcolm Knowle s introduced the first
framework for teaChing adults in his well·known andragogy theory. Knowles'
(1984) theory placed emphasis on the important role of the learners' past
experiences in new leam ing , the se lf-d irected nature of adult learners, and their
intri nsic drive and readi ness that stems from a desire to impro ve thei r current job
or life s ituations. Knowles ' approach, addressed in his book, !he Adu lt Learner
A Neg lected Speties , con tinues to inspire and guide researcherS and designers
of adu lt learning act ivit ies .
Cros s ( 1981) also focused on the notion that adults are independent and
thus self -direding . She desaibed adu lt learners in terms of thei r (8) personal
characteri stics , SUChas their phySica l, psychological , and SOCioCultlSal
dimensions, and (b) situat ional cnerectenstes. such as fu ll or part ·t ime learners,
voluntary or compulsory lea rne rs. Cross, like Knowles, focused on identifying
how adu lts' leaming situations are sharply different from children's learn ing
situations. Part icularl y, this is a result of physiol ogic body changes, the stages
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of ego and personality de velopment, and the phases of the life cycle in our
sodety . She induded in her theory that adult learners are typically pa rt -time
learners, and thus are usually VOlunteers, adding the role of learner to their
many other importa nt roles .
These theories, although critictzed for fai ling to provide a comprehensive
framework by whtd'l to teach adutts , continue to a ssist educalcn to better
understand this complex. ra pidly growing student group and to plan appropriate
learn ing adivit ies . The adu lt learner who chooses to pursue leam ing at a
dista nce differs very l ittle from the adu lt who attends classe s at the instit uti on.
As Moor e (1992) comme nted, it is obvious that adult distance education be
inform ed by the theories and rese arch of learning in adu lthood . Adu lt di stance
educa tion differ s, however , from conven tional education in that the distance
leami ng env irorvnent is physically separated from the teacher . The resu lt ing
difference s in interpe rsona l communiCation between teacher and learners
dema nd tha t learners be mo tivated, self-clirected. and independent in the ir
learning endeavours. The theories of distance education address these fact ors .
Wedemeyer (198 1), in the 19505. developed a theofyfor learners in
di stance education under the umbrella of autonomy. He proposed tha t distance
prog ra ms shou ld allow the learner to proceed through the program at a pace that
meets h islher ind ividual circumstances. He concluded that course selecti on
should be individualized , and learners should be ab le to set appropriate ,
individ ual go als and strateg ies wi th freedom. The instructor, he felt , should be
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respons ib le for enco.saging learner autonomy with a view to de velop ing a self~
directed le amer.
Moore. in the earty 19 70$ . developed a theoretical bas is for d istance
educati on that also stressed learner autonomy. He felt that in order to promote
independent Ieam ing , distance progr ams should be learner autonomous. The
choo sing of leam lng activities. the reSOlXCeS to use, hOw to pac:e the leaming,
and the methods of evaluation shou ld be left solely to the learner . A second
dimension of Moore's lhecHy concerned "apartness" or distance . Viewing
"apartness" as a function of dial ogue and structure, Moore stress ed the
importance of ongo ing, effect ive two-way communication (dia logue) and a loose
structure that allows the teacher the flexibility to respond to the leerrer's
indi vidual needs, goa ls. prog ress, and ach ievements (Moor e . 1992).
Well-known Swed ish wfiter and researd"ler of distance education. Borje
Hol mberg (199 5) , deve loped the theory of gu ided didactic conversation .
Holmbe rg's theoretical poSition . hke that of Moore , was based on a hl..manistic
view tha t high ly va lues student independence and autonomy. He placed an
emphasis on indi vidual leam ing in distance education ttvough a form of
communication between the student, the peer group, and the "supporti ng
organization" known as guided didadie conversation. Following such principles
as (a) wefl-dev eloped self-instructional materials in an easily readable writing
style, (b) invitatio n to students to exchange ideas and questions , (c) explicit
advice and suggestions as to what to do and what to aVOid, and (d) a personal
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style in interacting with students, Holmberg predicted that distance educators wi ll
be effective in motivat ing students and facil itat ing ind ependent learni ng at a
distance.
The Conce pt of Readiness
The term "readiness" is not clearly defined. Merriam-Webster',1993
collegiate dictionary did not include it, and adult education literature that directly
addresses the concept of student readiness for leaming is limited . However,
considerable research has been conducted that adc*'esses a child's read iness
for learni ng , part icutarty readiness to begin primary school . Two main constructs
of read iness are realized based on the child's devek)pmental and academic
progress: readiness for leaming and readiness for school. Read iness for
leam ing involves a child's attention span , motivation, and developmental status.
Read ines s for school . on the other hand , is linked to children's knowledge at any
particul ar time , and it includes the child's specific cogn itive and lingu istic
abil it ies .
Some authors , like Kagen & Neuman (199 7) referred to a third construct,
maturat iona l read iness, in expla ining this concept. These authors pointed out
that the ch ild's maturity leve l to the standard necessary to enter sehOOt is equally
import ant to readiness.
These same constructs of readiness can be applied to leam ing in
adulthood. Adults' developmental tasks , however, have less to do with biologic
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and see ar maturahon and more to do with their developing roles in life includi ng
soci al, professional. a'ld personal roles. Knowfes' (1984 ) theOry of adult
learni ng proposed that an adulf s read iness to learn is increasing ly oriented to
these deve lopmental tasks. He elaborated on th is assumption by noting that the
timing of learn ing experiences for adults must coincide with what they need to
know at that time so that immediate application of knowledge can OCCU". Adu lts
need to understand why they should learn something before they are willing or
ready to learn it. Knowles' position that adults are ready to learn whatever will
help them cope with their present circumstances or role s was reinforced by
Cross (1981) when she referred to the "teachable moments presented by the
developme nta l tasks of the life eyeIe" (p . 238) .
Stage theorists focus on hOw adul ts' needs and interests change as they
prog re ss through the perceived stage s of adult life . Oeveklpmental stage
theorist, Bern ice Neugarten (1976), referred to the life cycle as a ph enomenon of
time that is infl uenced by such laden as one 's age , backgrtU"ld. and SOCial
expecta tions . She CSaimed that as an adu lt takes on new roles , such as a return
to the workforce. wh ich requires h6ther education , the adult will be ready to
learn because it is the right time.
Academic read iness in adulthood. like in childhood . relates to the
leamer' s cognitive ability to actively interpret new informat ion and connect it to
leam ing already acquired. The studenfs learning style and preferences,
attitudes, study habits, and prior learning experiences are Significant influences
I.
in his or her readiness to learn academically. N adult learn ing theoris t Knowles
(1984 ) stressed, the life experiences an adult acaaTlulates are a rich resource
for learn ing . To enhance the leamer's understand ing of the content be ing taugh t
and mainta in his or her interest and motivation to learn. the adult's ideas ,
thoug hts, and past experiences mJ$t be acknowledged in the learning process
The adult leamer's maturational readiness relates to the ado lf' abi lity to
balance the demands of the learning adivity with other role demands . Adu lts.
aCCOrding to Knowles ' (1984) assumptions, see themselves as self-directed and
respo ns ib le for their owndecis ions. However . the perceived need for and
usefulness of the content at that moment in time will ultimately affect the extent
to which the learner is commined to being successful in the learning quest.
The constructs of adu lt read iness for learn ing apply equall y in the
distance learn ing environment. Distance learners are , firstly. adu lt learners who
bri ng va riou s pe rsona l fact ors to the team ing situat ion . These factors infl uence
readine ss for ktam ing and ultimate succe ss. Adu lt distance students' prior
mastery of fundamental conce pts and Skills re lated to the course , their learn ing
styles, strategies, and prior leaming experiences as well as their individua l life
situation s will affect readiness and , in turn , their ability to meet course demands
However , in view of the level of COITWTlitment demanded of thOse who
choose to leam in the home or workplace instead of in the classroom , it seems
likely that demographic characteristics (like age and marital status) and
personality Characteristics (like intrinsic motivation , 8 positive attitude , and
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learning indepenctenee) may also influence one 's readiness for the non-
tradit iona l method.
Readiness for distance learning invotves external factors as well. HaYing
a quiet Study space with the necessary phystcal resout:es impacts COU"Se
succe ss as does a strong support system of famity and friends who ef"ICOIS8g8
the learning activity whil e fulfilling other life roles. Lastly , the di sta nce learner
who reams through tech nology must possess the skills required for its use in
order to be ready for leaming
Re search on Student Fad ors and COndition s That Affect Read iness for Distance
~
Numerou s reseercn studies in the fiel d of distance education have
demon strated no sign ifICant difference in the academic ach ievement between
distance learners and their trad itiona l counterparts (Kabat & Friedel, 1990),
especiall y within nursing education (Kec:k, 1992; Shoema ker & Fa irbanks. 1997).
The li terature is rep lete, too , with empirical investigations aimed at
demon stra ting the effectiveness d variou s Ktformat lon and com mun ication
technologies on student performance (see Wetzel, Radtke & Stem . 1994, for a
discu ssion of technolog y effect iveness). By comparison, fewer re sea rch stud ies
exist that are devoted to such psychological factors as readiness of these
learners for the distance education experience .
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Demographic factOrJ . Some researchers, though . have fOQJsedon
profi l ing the effective distance Jeamer, concentrating on identifying the
demographic cha racterist ics associated with readiness for di stance educat ion .
Oxford , Park-Qh. Ito & Sumrall (1993) reported that female students were
signifICantly more likely than male student s to succeed in learn ing a new
language by distance methods because they demonstrated more skill than
males in us ing aPPropriate teaming strategies.
Sin k, B iner , Huffman . Greer, & Dean ( 1995) fou nd that both student
income and sodo-eeonom ie status had little to no impact on stude nt
achievement. Exploring the potent ial impact of prior academ ic experience on
distance student peffonnance as well , Bink et a l. (1995 ) reported no relationship
betwee n students' success and the number of previous distance course s they
had comp leted.
Pri or research by Dille & Mezack (199 1) was also unab le to demOnstrate
that pr ior d istance course experience wa s predict ive of student performance
These researchers also examined studen t age in relation to the ir performance in
televi sed distance COlSSeS. They found tha t the average age of successful
students in the ir study was 28 as opposed to an average age of 25 for non-
successfu l students. These authors conlended that because age often brings
greater maturity and self-discipline , older stud ent , can be expected to perform
better. Marital status , as well, was shown to be a predid or of succes s as
married students over 25 years old performed al the highest levels .
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Because older students ar8 more likely to have full-t ime careers, a fami ly,
and the responsibility of paying tot their owneducation, Dille & Mezack (1991 )
argued that it would be viewed by these mahXe learners as wasling the ir
valua ble time , money, and effort if they were unsuccessful or dropped out of the
cou rse. These reseeren finding s supported the previous find ings of Delbeq &
Sca tes (1989) who demOnstrated that matlXity, high motivation leve ls , and self-
d iscipl ine were necessary characteristics fO( succe ssful adult distance leami ng .
Student att itudes. Siner , Dean , & Mellinger (1994) investigated the
impact of student attitudes on distance students' success . They found that the
maintenance of posit ive student attitudes resulting from their satisfaction with the
program can result in a number of benefits for the student. These include higher
lev els of motivat ion and grea ter eommitmen t and loya lty to the program.
Siner . Summers, Dean . Sink.,Anderson, & Gelder (1996) extended prior
research on the role of student demog raphics and prior distance experience by
linki ng it to the potential role of these vari ables in pred ict ing student attitudes
(i.e . satisfact ion with the instrue:tion ancI instruct or , techno logy, log istics and
management) . Results sugge sted that male students were more satisfied than
female student s with the k)gi sties and management aspeds of the course . The
resea rcrers contended that because these aspects 01the courses can be time-
consuming activities for the student, females are more likely to be critical of the
time consumption posed by such activities due to the multiple roles they lend to
assume. Student age , personal income , and socio-e<:onomic status were found
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to be unrelated to satisfadkln and success while prior distance experience had a
positive effect on satisfadion. Collectively, these findings serve to create an
awareness for educators of distance education of the importance of maintaining
positive altitudes among the students enrolled in these programs.
Locus of Control. The relationship between students' locus of control and
the ir academic achievement was investigated by Dille & Mezack (1991 ). The
more successful students in their study were those with greater internal locus of
contro l. locus of control is characterized by the belief that personal
achievement is due to ability and effort as opposed to luck or situational factors.
Parker (1994) examined locus of control as a predictor of dropouts from
distance education, and she determined that students with an extemal locus of
control are more likely to drop out of distance classes than students with an
internal locus of control. The author noted that, by identifying potential students
who exhibit an external locus of control , time is available to advise them to
register for time management in-serv ices and to determine clear goals prior to
registering.
Personality characterist ics. Biner et at (1995) investigated personality
characteristics to determine jf distance students had a unique personality profile
when compared to on-site students and whether specific participant traits could
be predictive of success . A widely used personality assessment questiomaire
was administered to twogroups of college-level students enrolled in the same
course. One group learned through televised classes at remote sites and the
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othe r through face-to-face instruction in the broadcast e!assroom . Student
performance was measured by final course grades. Findings indicated that the
distance leamer' s personality profile differed markedly from the profile of the
traditiona l student . D istance students tended to be more abstract thin6l;er5,
emo tion ally stable, truSl ing , compulsive. and non-conforming than the traditional
stude nt s. As 'N'811, several personal dlaracteristics were pred ictive of successful
performa nce among the distance students . Data revealed that self-sufficient,
introverted individuals performed better than those who were group oriented,
extro verted. Higher grades were also reported for distance students who
demonstrated greater expedience than traditional students. Given that distance
students often balance mult iple competing priOfities, having greater expedience
work s to the ir benefit as they juggle work. schoOl . and family respons ibilit ies .
In sunmary. the study by Siner et al. (199 5 ) of distance learner
personality and ach ie vement fOUld that students most likely to succeed in
distance leam jog are those individuals who are resourceful and prefer to ma ke
their owndecis ions . The y are not concemed with followi ng social rules . and
they oft en disregard them altogether. Fina lly . these students are introverted .
self-indulgent (probab ly considering the variety of act ivities they have chosen to
engage in on a daily bas is), and tend to meet responsibilities in an exped ient .
efficient manner (Bine r, et al . 1995).
A similar stUdy by Powell , Conway & Ross (1990) at Athabaska University
identified several important predisposing student charaderistics that profiled
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successful and unsuccessful distance students. A combination of demographic,
academ ic, and personality characteristics identified by these authors as
indica tive of success included (a) persistence to complete difficult tasks , (b)
be ing married and female , (e) having a need to succeed academically, (d)
cho osing a desi gnated place and time for study and having good organizationa l
abili ty in terms of study activities, (e ) a high rating of the value of prior learning
to prepare for university education , (f) independence in completing courses, and
(9) a high Ifteracy rate . The resul ts of this study closely resembled thOse of
Biner et at (1995). The determ inants of success in distance courses are not
surprising. considering the high level of independence and self-direction that
distan ce study demands. Bernt & Bugbee (1993) examined fadors that affect
academic achie vement among adul t distance learners . These authors found
that student s with a high grade point average were more like ly to report
behaviours that reflected self-d irected learn ing.
Cranton and Knoop (1990) in the ir study of personality types found that
the introverted , intuitive personality type is best suited for se lf-directed learn ing
Learners with th is personality type like to study alone , need a quie t environment
to concentrate, enjoy the opportunity to think independently, and excel at
creating their own direction. The authors po inted out that an indi vidual with this
personality characteristic not only needs time alone but also does no t require
teacher direct ion to learn . Undoubtedly, because dis tance education requires
the indiv idual to proceed with learning having minimal inpu t from teachers or
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faci litators, it is logica l to assume that individua ls with an introv erted. intu itive
per sona lity type are suita~e for d istance st udy . These studi es relat ing to
personality chara cteristics off er both educators and students of distance
educa tion valuable insight int o the i~ of personality traits on read ine ss and
succe ss in distance leami ng .
Wi llis (1994), a well known researcher of d istance education, pointed out
that "adults who are mo st likel y to complete courses us ing distance technology
have a cluster of importa nt characteristics, SUCh as tolerance for amb iguity, a
need for autonomy, and an ability to be flex ible" (p . 54) . He found that those
who are most likely to drop out of distance courses tend 10prefer a great deal of
struct ure , tece-tc-tece lectures, and the opportunity to intera ct with the teacher.
Wi ll is (1994) claimed tha t considerable research ha s focused on the
per sonali ty char acteristics of field dependence and fi eld independence in
exp laining suitability for dista nce education. Field independent indivKkJals enjoy
autonomy and phy sical, emotional distancing from other s. They lend to hav e an
abstract ori entation to learning and are likely to work we ll wrth litt le or no
guidance . These learners tend to be we ll suited to learning envirorments wh ich
dema nd self.-diredion. ind ependence, and minimal interaction with the teacher
and othe r students.
Field dependent indi vidual s, on the other hand, are socially oriented and
depend on visual cues for leaming_ They are influenced by author itative
opinion: they need detailed explanations and a good deal of reinforcement.
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These ind ividua ls are, thus , likely to experience ditrK:tJlty in independent study
act ivities (Willis. 1994).
Lu k (1998) fot.rId in two stud ies of Bachelor of Nursing students in
dist ance education programs that fiel d independent l'1I,S$8S performed
signifi cantl y better academiealty than field dependent l"U"S8S. The author
explains that this difference in academic achievement resu lts from the nat\Xe of
dis tance education which is teaeher-independent and se/f-direeted thus aeating
learn ing difficultie s f04" the field-dependent student. Having fewer abstract and
analytical thought processes than the field independent learners, the fie ld
depe ndent leamer is prevented from following the guidelines of instructional
packages. So . too , the lack of immed iate feedback and contad with teachers
and groups impedes learning for the fl8 ld dependent ind ividua l.
~. The approach to study, too , can be an important fader in
de tenni n ing student readines s for distance education. Due to the diverse
learn ing environment in which distance students enter , the st udy ski lls acqu ired
in elementary and high school may no kx1gef" be appropriate. D ista nce students
need addition al skill s in studying ind ependently, better time management in
terms of study time and self-d iscip line .
The skills and approaChes to study of distance students, partiOJlarly the
motiva tions and study strategies needed for success, were studied by Ekins
(1992). Her results ind icated that deep motivation (intrinsic mot ivation)
combi ned with a deep study strategy (relating new inform ation to previously
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teamed material and deriving meaning from it) seem to be keys to success in
distance learning. Students in her study who had persisted in the system longer,
on average, rated themselves more highly on study skills than novice students.
For the more experienced group, the most marked areas of study improvements
were in organizing their time , acquiring necessary background skills , and in
making notes of content studied. Ekins concluded tha t the distance learning
students tend to have deep motivation, as do most adult learners , but in order to
attain success, they must develop appropriate study skills .
Wong (1992) compared the learning characteristics of adult , part-time,
extemal students to adult , full- time, lotemal students. He found also that
external students used a deep approaCh to study (i.e . they interrelate ideas and
focus attention on the underlying meaning) and they had high intrinsic
motivation. The internal students, on the other hand , used a surface approach
to study and tend to be extrinsically motivated . This author concluded that the
significant differences in students' approaches to study could be due to the
differing learning environments or the age distribution to the two groups . The
older distance students , Wong found , tend to be less motivated by pragmatic
concem s and more liable to adopt a deep-level approach to their work than
younger students
Carr, Fullerton, Severino, and McHugh (1996) compared specific
characteristics of students who were successful in a distance graduate nurse
midwifery program with those who , for various reasons, did not complete the
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program. The greatest differences identified from these data were related to the
academic characteristics of the two groups. Members of the dropout group were
less likely to allocate sufficient time for study , less likely to persist in studying ,
and less likely to use the resources of a study partner or the modes of
communication available, although they had claimed to be familiar with using
co mputers.
These research findings emphasize to educators the importance of
monitoring students' study habits when teaching distance courses ancl, when
necessary, assisting students to develop an effective approach to study .
Enrollment mot ivation. Due to the unfamiliar nature of the leaming
environment, it seems reasonable to assume that a high level of motivation is
required for success in distance programs . As adult learners wtIo voluntarily
enroll, distance students are undoubtedly motivated to learn . However, the ir
reasons for enrolling in distance education need to be closely exam ined to
determ ine their level of motivation for this unconventional method of education.
Some reeeerchers focused on whether or not distance students were
intrinsica lly motivated as opposed to extrins ically motivated and the factors that
were invol ved. Robinson (1992) examined distance students' motivation to leam
for its applicability to one of Knowles' assumptions of the adult learner . Results
from th is stUdy supported Knowles' belief in that students are motivated by
intrinsic rewards, such as ina-eased self-esteem, recognition, or ina-eased self -
confidence .
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Gordon (1992) compared two groups d IOJ It eduCation graduates from
off-campus credit programs to de termine their motivations for participation. Both
groups indica ted the faclor 'professional advancement' as the greatest motivator
for enroll ing followed by 'cogn itive interes t.' Another study of enrollment
motivat ion by Miller (1995) among graduates of an otf-campus agri culture
degree program, 89% of which were male , indicated that the pursuit of a degree
was the most importa nt motivat ing factor for enrol ling followed by the desire to
acquire CUtTent knowledge in the ir chosen field
MacBrayne (1995 ) examined the enro llment motivations of a large group
of rura l convnunity COllege students, appro ximately ttYee-qua rters of wt1O'nwere
women. 'Nhen asked the most important reason for enrolling in distance
courses, one-half of the students cited job-related reasons , such as the desire to
earn a degree, while the other half cited self·improvement, suCh as the desire to
obtain new knOwledge that would lead to a more satisfying future.
Enro llment motivations of adult d istance learners as ind icated are multiple
and diverse. Hav ing a knowledge of the force s that drive the learner to pursue
distance educabon can assist the teacher in prediding the leamer's level of
determination to succeed.
Potent ial constraints . An exam ination of potential cons tra ints that
distance students confront is also significant to this disaJss ion of read iness
Identify ing , through the literature, common barriers to distance education can
shed addi tional light on those elements that students need to prepare for a
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satisfying and successful distance learning experience. Hezel & Dirr (1991)
surveyed 100 higher education distance learners about the importance of
various potential barriers for them and whether any of those barriers contributed
to their taking distance courses. Students indicated that lime rather than
distance is the major constraint facing adult distance students. Managing their
time , in view of the common competing demands from jobs , families, and other
responsibilities, was the greatest challenge.
Brindley (1987) studied the inc idents that hindered or facilitated
persistence in distance courses at Alhabaska University in western Canada.
Among other student experiences, such as background. academic. and
demographic characteristics, she identified personal variables like hours of
empl oyment and family responsibilities that limit time for course work. Her study
high lights limited time for course work because of competing family and work
demands as the major barrier to success in distance education. This is not
surprising considering that the majority of these leamers are mature adults
between the ages of 25 and 45, predominantly female , who enroll in part-time
courses while working full time as well as managing a home and family.
Summary
A review of the literature has revealed several important elements that
contribute to a studenfs readiness for the distance education experience.
Among the studies reviewed on demographic cneractensncs, it appears that
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age, gender, and marit al status are determinants of success in d istance
learn ing . AuthorS of these stud ies mainta in that qual ities such as rnatIXity , high
motiv ation , and self ..<hseipline typically de saibe the mature learner whO is
fulfill ing mu ltip le roles . It seems rea sona ble to assume that students who
po ssess the se de sirable c:haraderistics are ready for the independence that the
d istance learning experience demands.
Specific aspect s of personality charactaristics, too , wer e shown to predict
success in di stan ce education . Ind ividua l attributes like an interna l IOQJsof
control, self-suffi cie ncy, resou rcefulness, expediency, self·i nd ulgence , the ability
to be flexible as well as an introverted personal ity type seem to determ ine
readiness for this non-traditional learn ing experience . Positive attitud es about
learn ing by distance tha t results from a high level of satisfaction with the course
also seems to be an import ant criterion for distance leame r success.
The study habits of students were highlighted in the literature as a
valuable measure of success in distance education. Part icu lar1y sig nificant was
the need for students to deveq, a deep approach to study whereby they attempt
to deriv e meaning from course content, to make notes , and to organize the ir time
so that sufficient lime is anotted for course work.
Another guideli ne of student readines s for distance learni ng was the
enro llme nt motiva tions of thes e learne rs . Important enro llment mot ivators
focuse d specifically on distance learning to indude a de sire for independence, a
better fit wilh indi vidual learning style or preference , and a chance to study
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outside of the tradi tional setting . Profes sional advancement and cognitive
interest in learning were cited 8S importanl reasons for ervol ling as well. For
the se students it seems the type of learning env ironmenl chosen wa s of lesser
importance than their des ire to achieve academic success. The student
mo tiv at ion s identified are appl icable to adlHt learning theory. Consi d eri ng
Knowles' (1984) five principles of adu lt learn ing , Cross'. (198 1) learner
cterectenstcs . and Hou re', (1961 ) framework of adullieamer motives , the
tenets of these theOries seem to have been wide ly supported in the student's
enrollment goals.
lastly, pote ntial barriers that challeng e d istance learners are known to
impe de readiness. The author probed the literature for evidence that factors like
anxi ety and lack of confidence about learning at a distance or lack of requ ired
sk ms, such as computer skill s, hamper students' abi lity to learn by th is method ,
but litt le ev idence wa s found . Instead, arteria re lating to poor t ime management
for independent learning and ineffective study skills were identified
The finding s of th is compr ehensive rev i8'lf of re levant literature on student
read iness for distance education have import an t imp lications for program
deve lopers , educators, and d istance students al ike . Finding s provide va luab le
insights into the re lationship between success and satisfact ion with d istance
learn ing and the prerequisites that are likely to generate that success . In view of
the ongoing press ure placed on dist ance programs to provide ev idence of its
effect iveness for student teamin g, the predictors of academic achievement and
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satisfaction outlined here can serve as important considerations in the design of
those programs.
In the first paper of this folio , specific predisposing learner characteristics
and conditions that are apt to prepare students for the distance leaming
experience were discussed. However, in addition to considering student
readiness , the significance of faculty readiness 10assume the new challenges of
the distance teaching role cannot be underestimated. Administrators and
educators alike must recognize that distance teaching is unlike traditional
classroom teaching, and they must be willing to invest the time , effort , and
money in preparation for the new role .
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P~r.
Faculty PTeparalion for Distance Teaching
Distance COU"S8S must be designed and delivered in a way that gives
careful consideration to those learner variables and teac:hing approaches that
are likely to achieve the most posit ive outcomes . Besides such teach ing
competencies as subject mastery and del ivery skills demanded of all teach ers .
the distance instructor must be equipped with specialized leaching strategies
and tools that maximize the involvement of eac:tlleamer despite the distance
between them and their teaChers .
Distance teacher s must acqu ire a sound knowtedge of the visual and
in teracl:ive capabi lit ies of the growing variety of instructi ona l lech nol ogi es so as
10 plan instruction eff ect ively . Adequate prepa rat ton in instructiona l des ign for
d istance delivery. effort les s operation of the equipment, and act ive faci li ta tion of
meaningfulleaming at a distance serve to enhance teacher performance for the
benefit of learners
However . the literat ure abounds with evioeoce that teachers , especially
those in convent ional educa tiona l institutiOns, are not adequately prepared 10
convert from traditional Classroom teaching pract ices to those required in
distance education . Desp ite the explosion of technology to deliver distance
instrudion to the growing student market. several studies cited resistance by
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faculty in adapting these new educational methods (Bal1l:er& Dickson, 1994 ;
Gunawardena. 1990; Spotts & Bowman, 1995). Distance teachers acknowledge
that they lack the knowledge and experience required 10use these technologies.
They claim they are unfamiliar with how to organize and deliver instruction that
is suitable in content and format for independent study . Many distance teachers
feel uncomfortable, often skeptical, about these non-traditional teaching
methods. As a result, they continue to rely more on traditional methods of
delivery such as print-based materials than on innovative technologies (Spotts &
Bowman , 1995).
Willis (1994) attested that in order for faculty to successfully make the
transition from the conventional classroom to the distance leaching environment,
it is imperative that specialized training be provided. To stay current and
competent in utilizing these technologies. faculty and other professionals
involved in designing and delivering distance education programs must receive
cont inued institutional support through comprehensive faculty development
programs that address their learning needs. Only with adequate attention to
facu lty preparation can instrudional quality and long-term success in distance
education be ensured.
Through a review of relevant literature, this paper addresses the critical
ro le of faculty in distance education. The author discusses the special
challenges that confront those who teach at a distance and, subsequently. the
competencies requirec:l to teach in this demanding educational environment.
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Faculty de velopment programs are exam ined, including their benefrts in
increasing teacher effectiveness end insti lling posruve teacher attitude s about
this mode of delivering instnJc:tiOn. A desaiption of the essential elements of
succe ssfu l faculty development programs is provided. The author roncludes
with a brief discussion d additional faculty developmenl: issue s th at requ ire
carefu l cons iderat ion by the educational institution , issues such as providing
adequate time for course prepa ration, cons idering course workload, and
allowi ng opportunities for promotion.
The Need for Eacyl ly p eyelopment Programs
The distance learning environment is significant ly different from that of a
traditional cla ssroom, and, therefore , special challenges confront those teaching
at 8 distance. In an attempt to ov ercome the barrier of phys ical d istance from
stud ents, the distance teacher mus t carefully select and incorporate leach ing
strategi es, technologies , and materi als th at promote effect ive student learn ing
This requ ires special skills and knowledge utilized less frequently by tradit iona l
d a ssroom teachers.
Moore & Thompson (1990) identified three dist inct features of distance
educat ion that demand specializ ed teacher education. These authors
contend ed that distance educati on uses techno logies that are unfamili ar as the
primary media for communicat ions to most teachers. They daimed that distance
education requ ires teachers to spec ialize in the various roles of teach ing ,
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especially those of counsellor , content expert, faci litator of ongoing interacti on.
course des igner , techn ica l expert. ancllearner. Lastly, they poin ted out that
d istance educati on requires p1arY'ling, development, produdion. and d istribut ion
on a lar ger scale than is fam iliar to most teachers. Each of these three featur es
req uires major intervent ion s by policy makers
Mood (199 5) ec:hoecIthe opinions of Moor e & Thompson (1990) by
emp hasizing that the distance teache r mus t assume a number of non-traditional
leach ing roles. She con tended that , bes ides the knooNledge ancl skills requ ired
of all teachers, distance teaChers need expertise in instruct ional design, use of
technology (inc luding technical support), and skills in broadcasting or television
pres entation if such med ia ere used . She also noted the distance teacher's
roles of student support sUChas counsellOl" and librarian usua lly assumed by on-
site professionals in conventional education programs
Wi llis (1994) contrasted the chall enges faced by the dis tance teacher with
tho se faced by the traditional d assroom teacher. He stated that in Ofdef for
trad ition al teacherS to shift to the rOle of dista nce teaeher (which c:orrwnonfy
occurs), the facu lty member must
(8) view the course in a new way . Even for exper ienced classroom
teachers, distance delivery can pose diffiQJlties because it requ ires
sign ifican t reth inking and adaptation .
(b) convert from the role of content prov ider to content facilitator . Not
only expertise in the subject but the abili ty to incorporate ind ividual
leaming styles and backgrounds of students into the teaching
proce ss is required
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(C) acquire comfort and proficiency in using technology as the primary
teacher-student link.. In order to acquire technical competence and
confidence. an understanding of delivery system strengths and
weaknesses and how to use them effectively is required.
(d) leam to teecn effectively withOut the visual control provided by
direct eye contact . Visual cues that allow the teacher to identify
students' reactions to the teaching are few or lacking by the
distance mode. In fact, unless a real·time visual medium such as
television is used , the distance teacher cannot determine jf
students are listening, sleeping, or even present during the dass.
(8) develop an understanding and appreciation for the distance
student's lifestyle. Because a large number of distance students
live in rural , often remote areas, they tend to be culturally and
socially diverse . Dis tance teaChers need to be familiar with their
varied backgrounds to ensure effectiveness,
Beaudoin (1990) emphasized the need for faculty accustomed to
conventional teaching modes to acquire many new skills to assume a teaching
role in distance education. FaCUlty must eSpecially realize the potential of
technology to facilitate learning. He provided an example-a seminar course
orig inally designed for a small , intimate group of classroom students who are
known to the instructor cannot be offered to an off-campus class of several
hundred students, who may have never met the instructor or each other, without
major reconfigurations that require the knOWledge and expertise of a specially
trained distance educator.
The change in role from a classroom to a distance teacher was described
by Beaudoin (1990 ) in this way. "Facu lty must recognize the role of inslrudional
technology as a learning resource. The teacher is increasingly an intermediary
between students and available resources" (p. 22) . Dr . Gunawardena. a
distance faculty member at the Univers ity of New Mexico , described her change
in role from that of a teacher standing in front of the classroom at the centre of
the process to one of a faci litatot' whose role is to support and guide the Ieam ing
process (Gu nawardena, 1990). Purdy and Wrigh t (1992) deSCribedthis new
ro le as gu iding learne r initi ated inquiry and exploration rather than knowledge
transmission .
Cons idering the radica l d'langes required of distance teachers in order to
make the transit ion from the classroom sening , it is not surprisi ng for authOrs of
distance educat ion literature to assert that traditional teaching techniques are
ineffective in distance senings (Dillon, Gunawa rdena , & Parker, 1993; Garris on
& Shal e, 1990 ; Milheim, 1991 ; Wolcon, 1993). As Milheim (1991) contended,
delivering course content in a lecture-based forma t (commonty used in
classroom instruction ) is not effective when the communication with students is
mediated through tectvlOlogy.
The need for speci a lized deve lopment program s for faOJlty and others
involved in teaching at a distance is strongty attes ted (Thach & Murphy , 199 5;
Wi llis, 1994) . Such trainw,g programs are necessary now more than ever before
as communication and informa hon technolog ies have become more
sophi sticated and available resulting in the rapid tran sformation of faculty roles.
There is litt le doubt that bringing to the distance leaming sening a class tha t was
originally devel oped fo r the trad itional Classroom, withOut making optimal use of
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available tec:hnok)gies 10 meet the unique leaming needs of distance learners ,
woul d be unfa ir to both the students and the teacher .
Leamj ng Needs of p ista!"!C!lEduea!ion Professionals
Before plaming ed.Jcation programs for professiona ls of distance
education. it is necessary to identify the specific skills and strat egi es they will
need to function effectively in this com~x educational environment . Several
studies have soug ht faculty's identifi cati on of the neces sary skills . Koehefy
(1997), in a survey of distance facu lty at the University of Minn esota, ident ified
two general needs con sidered by facu lty to be important for tra in ing. They
incl uded (8) maximizing inte radian and feedb ack with students and (b )
developing instruction via available technology.
For her doctoral disserta hon , Fuli ga (1995) investigated among an
experi enced group of d istance facu lty , adm inis tratco, and educational
tectYlolog ists, the ir perceptions of the most important knowledge and Skill
requi rement s fOf'distance teachers us ing video Of audio modes of de livery .
Con sistent with later find ings of Kochery (1997), most important to these
professiona ls, after subject matter expertise. were strategies fo r fostering
student interadion and for using the tech no logy to promote ed uca tiona l theory
and practise. She concluded that, because a specific knowl edge and skill is
req uired by distance faculty , appro pr iate faCUlty development programs should
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be provi ded by administration . and teachers should complete them prior to
assuming a d istance teachi ng rokl.
It is noteworthy that the find ings cI botI"lthese studi es refled a majOr
concern of di stance teachers : to prov;de an opt imally stimu lating and dynamic
leami ng envirorment for students that attempts to overcome the ba rrier aealed
by the physical d istance between them. Although stude nt s must play., act ive
role in the d istance leaming experience, succe ssfu l interadions are dependent
to a great exten t on the dist ance teacher's effe ctive delivery of instruct ion , As in
the traditiona l clas sroom, the distance teacher is the central figu re who transmits
knowledge and stimulates leamers to be ad ive participants. Regardless of the
selt ing, all teachers must be cogniZant of the fad that effective Ieam ing is
Mdependent on active nego tiat ions and explorat ions of meaning s. It is not a
passive ind ividua l experience based on mere expos ition . recept ion , and
retent ion" (Kochery , 1997 , p. 2).
Two other recen t stud ies hav e classified the Ieamin g needs of facu lty as
roles and competencies required of distance prof essiOnals ;n academ ic
institutions. Cyrs (1997) and Thach & Murphy (1995) identiflGd similar area s of
competence (as summarized by Cyrs . 1997):
(a) cou rse plann ing and organizat ion
(b) verba l and non -verbal presentation skills
(c) collaborative team work
(d ) expert ise in ques tioning and prov iding feedback to studen ts
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(e) suI:liedmatter experti se
(f) student involvement and coord ination of act ivities at a ll sites
(g) bas ic leam ing theory
(h) knowtedge of the distance leaming fl8 ld
( i) design of study guides correlated with the visual field
(j) graphic design and visua l th inking
These ten competencies de$Q'ibe the dual importance of both com muni cat ion
and technical skill s in distance education. These studi es. like thOse of Kochery
(1997) and Fur iga (1995) , emphasized the impo rtance of facu lty kn owl edge of
the ca pabilit ies of the various del ivery system s and how their strengths and
weaknesses affect plann ing and delivery. Equa lly import ant to distance
professiona ls is knowing how to use the techno log ies effectively and having
general knowledge of instrlJdional development.
In add ihon , these researchers noted tha t distance education teachers
must possess effective conmunication skills . Distance teachi ng demands
competence in ensuring ongoing effective interact ion s with students, such 85
provid ing appropriate cues to students (often in the absence of visual cues ),
st imu lating active pa rt ici pation , enSIling students' ISIderstanding of content,
focu sing their atten tion , and managing di5O.lssion between sites.
Landstrom (1995) , in a Study of distance faculty anitude s and op inions at
the Un iversity of W indsor, found that the major con cern of most instruct ors
reg ardi ng thei r experience in the distance courses is the lack of interad ion with
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students As a result of these and othe r findings. t'NOini tiat ive s were undertaken
at that university: workshops fa( new and former imtrudors to erVlance the
sharing of experiences and tedvliques for effect ive interact ion with distance
students, and more information about d istNlce education includi ng relevant
research disseminated among f8OJlty .
CoUaborative teamwork is anothet" important sKillof d istance teac:her$.
Although a major adjustment may be necessary for tradi tional teache rs
accustomed to work ing independently in course des ign and de livery , teamwork
skills for the d istance teacher are considered criti cal for success. The instruct or
must lea rn to work closely with site faci lita tors , technical suppo rt staff. and
adm inistr ators. Collins & Murphy (1987 ) fou nd that a positive working
relat ionship wi th the technical support staff resulted in effective de livery of
course s. Dista nce faaJlty , in tum , must be responsible for promoting teamwork
among students, especially in isola ted are as , to improve student learn ing (Jones
& Timpson, 1991 ).
Cyrs (199 7) and Thach & Murphy (1995) also included krlowM!dgeof
learning theory among the ten most frequently Cited competencies required of
distance facu lty . Unlike on-site student s, distance students are more likely to be
adults over the age of 25. Furthermore . they are expected to carry out a great
deal of leam ing on the ir own, often at a geographic distance from the leach ing
institution. Distance faculty, who are more accustomed 10 tradi tional teaching
whereby students tend to be younger and faculty have greater instructional
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control, must make fundamental tnsttudional role changes. The distance
teacher must possess the skills to organize appropriate instrudional resources
suit abl e for independent adu lt leamers.
RecogniZing the d iverse leaming styles of these mature learne rs and the ir
need for mean ingfu l leam ing app lications, the distance educator rrost then
choose the format in which to deliver the information . So . too, the distance
teacher must be skilled in providing the aitical elements of d ialogue and
direction to leamers at varying stages of cognitive and psychological readiness
for sel f-directed learn ing adivities. This required change in faculty roles for
dis tance teaching supports Knowles' (1984) theory of adults as self-directed
learners and proposes that faculty training programs for d istance teach ing
should incl ude adu lt learning and teaching princi ples .
Knott (1992 ) felt tha t dis tance teacher$ need knowledg e and Skill in hOw
to conduct a learner needs assessment based on leafTlef"Characterist ics. She
stressed the importance of ide ntify ing the learning needs of individua l
part ici pa nts in distance education in view of the growing d ivers ity of need s and
value systems among toda y's students.
Wolcott (1993), in a qualitat ive study that exam ined how distance
teach ers plan instruct ion, identified that among distance teachers there were
infrequent references to student charaderistics or learn ing needs . She
attributed th is weakness to teachers' lack of understanding of the process . She
also identified that subject s did not have effect ive planning skilts , such as
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curricu lum and day·lo-day lesson p1aming. and lacked an understanding of
adu lt learners. Like Knott (1992), Wo lco tt highl ighted the crit ical importance of
dis tance teachers being adequately prepared in incorporating the needs and
motiv ation s of adult distance learners in instnJetional plaM ing .
The leam ing needs of distance teachers tend to be as diverse as the
learn ing needs of their students. It is stre ssed in the literature that additional
tra ining and instruct iona l support is essen tial if distance teachers are to
effe dively plan and deliver distance courses. Professiona l development
programs musl focu s on the necessary skil ls and strategi es identified as well as
on the unique learn ing needs of individual faculty.
Faculty Development Programs and Their Benefits
Many of the same teach ing skills and strateg ies acquired for classroom
teach ing are used when teachi ng at a d istance. No dOubt, the CClU"Se content
and general principles of facili tating adu lt learning are fundamentally the same
regard less of the del ivery method . Distance teachers have, as well , used some
technology in the ir prior classroom teaching role . The focus of professional
develOpment programs. then, is not solely on imparting new skills and
knowledge but al so on helping professionals to apply the knowledge and skills
they already have (Lowenthal, 1981).
Rutherford & Grana (1995) referred to the new technolog ies used in
distance education as somewhat similar yet faster. better . and more varied in
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appl icat ion than trad itiona l tedY'lOlogi es. These authOrS, like Lowenthal (198 1)
explained tha t specialized training programs ass ist distance teachers to extend
what they have dOne before and to acquire the unf amil iar elements d distance
education.
Lindquist (198 1) held a proactive view of professtonal development He
expressed its greatest Challenge 8S that of educating and socia lizing faaJlty and
administra tion for tomorrow's pos t-secondary education. Facul ty development
programs mus t prepare teache rs for the increased volumes of adult s enrolling as
well as the number and types of delivery syst ems tha t will be used , Recent
literature by Beaudoin (1990 ) and Wilson (1996 ) on distance teacher education
has rei terated Lindquisr s Muristic view. A long-term goal of distance teacher
education is to mee t the educational needs of society in the twenty. first century.
Willis (1994) traced the evo lut ion of facu lty devel opment prog rams in
distance education. Past methods focused on the symptoms of the problem
(dissatisfied student s, falling enrollments) rather than the probl em itself
(ineffect ive or inadeq uate teacher training). Improv ements were focused ,
therefore, on such strategi es a s curricu lum Change and recru iting brighter
students According to Wi llis. these earl ier tra in ing programs were limited and
sporadic . More recen tly. however, the import ance of professiona l preparation
for distance teaching has gained acceptance. Today's faculty development
programs concentrate on ways to improve instructional quality and help faculty
members to better under stand themselves as teachers and individuals.
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FagJlty att itud es . Some authOrs eonSktered the effect of de velopment
prog rams on att itudes. A study by Walsh (1993 ) investigat ed the attitudes and
perceptions of lIIiversi ty faculty. both with and without experience wi th
lech nol ogy-ba sed distance programs, toward this type of instruction . He
identified that att itudes are influenced by fact ors like expo sure , peer infl uence.
barrier s, and incentives 10 engag ing in distance edueation . These faculty were
gre at ly c:oncemed about the qua lity of the ir interact ion with students in d istance
education . Regardless of atti tude, all faculty believed that tra ining for d istance
education is both necessary and currentl y insufficient.
Black (1992), using a large sample of faculty at the University of British
Co lumbia, exam ined facul ty's familiarity with and support for distance education .
Fi nd ings revealed that although 8 great deal of skepticis m exists , inaeased
support for thi s method of education can be foster ed by development prog rams
that focu s on incr easing f8OJlty's fam iliarity with di stance education , eSpec?ally
with methods to en/"Iar"ICe interadion s with students.
Heath (1996) in her doctoral dissertation stud ied the relationship between
faculty krlowf edge about instru cbona l technology and its use . Results of this
study were simi lar to Black' s, wh ich indi cat ed a pos itive association between
knowledg e of tech no logy and its use , thu s improvi ng faculty attitudes about
distance education .
Clark (1993) conduded a national study offaeulty at public institution s of
higher education to assess receptivity to distance teaching and media, as well
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as method s used fOl'delivery . His findings revealed that faoJlty who were
familiar and comf ortable with distance teaching held more positive attitudes
toward d istance educat ion and related methodologies . like the previous stud ies
mentioned on faaJrty attitude s, this study suggested that a more SCUld
knowl edge of distance educat ion and greater experi ence in tts use may be
pos itively correlated with general recept ivity to the concept as well as to the
specifi c med ia and methods.
Another study examined the perceptiOnS of dist ance faculty concerning
the differences in instructional methods after they had moved from the traditional
classroom. Gehl auf, Shatz & Frye (1991) found thai after faculty became
familiar with the distance environment , a number of limitations were recognized
(e.g. reduced spon taneity). They acknowledged the import ance of student
interact ion and actua lty asked for training on how to use the lechnology to fost er
increased interact ion wi th student s, how to design visual aids, and how to
coll aborate eff ect ively with tedv1ieians and site coordina tors
Teacher effect ivene ss. In a study in wh ich faculty identifi ed the
importance of faculty development, Egan. Sebast ian , We lch. Page, Nkab inde &
Jones (1992) concluded that dis tance education tra ining , eSpecially in
instrudional des ign plann ing , was necessary for successful student experiences
with inleradive televis ion . Specific faculty leaming needs identified in this study
included the need to engage learners. maintain teamwork. with others in co urse
development. and adjust teaching methods to the technologies.
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Dillon, Hengst & Zoller (1991) surveyed 88facutty members teaching over
video and audio networks to investigate their experiences in teaching by this
method. While a low number had received instruction on how to use the
tech nology, none had been informed on how to teach using this system or how
to adapt the technologies to the design and delivery of courses. In addition,
faculty had not been given informat ion about the char acter isti cs of distance
learners.
These authors readi ty acknowledge the benefits of teacher education for
student satisfadion and success in the distance learn ing experience. The
facto rs identified provide knowledge of essential elements to include in facu lty
dev elopme nt programs. Particularly, the importance of effecti ve communication
for faculty in distance sett ing s through skillful immediacy behaviours was
reco gnized as be ing cr itical to success .
Hackman and Walker (1990) explored the effe ct of such interpe rsonal
communication by dis tance faculty as praising students , carring them by name,
displayi ng humour, and providing indiv idual and frequent feedback on student
satisfaction in the course. The stud y revealed that distance student sati sfaction
increased as personalized contact with the teacher ina-eased .
Williams (1994 ) explored the relationship tl"lat exists between facult y
deve lopment programs for distance educators, the motivational response of
students, and student perception s of the delivery of instructions. She
interviewed phys icians who received continuing med ical education through
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distance tectvlologies. The findings impli ed statistically that educators who
receiv ed faculty development programs defivered instruction that was more
stimulating and motivating and which was presented in a more effective manner
than tho se who d id not recei ve these programs .
Instructor competencies were fOU"ldto contribute signifICantly to
instruct iona l etfectiV&neH in 8 study of student responses regarding satellite
classes. Coll ins & Murphy (1987) identified such important distance faculty skills
as knowledge of and interest in the mat eria l, tech nical competence, good voice
quality , clear pre sentatiOnwith good eye contad, animated body language,
enthusiasm, and genuine intere st in the student.
Burra ge & Howard ( 1991 ) al so found evidence of specific instructor
competencie s tha t encour aged student and teacher intaradion . Students in th is
study noted tha t suctl teacher skills as silence to 8f"1COU"age reflect ion, using
direct questioning ledYliques. providing frequent posit ive feedback.
personaliz.ing interadion, and careful p1aming d activities erttancecl their
leam ing expeOence.
A review of the literature on the benefits of facu lty development programs
in distance education has revea led a runber of important adv antages. When
one considers the contrasting challenges faced by the traditional d assroom
teacher and tho se confronting the distance teacher, there can be little doubt as
to their cri tica l importance. Several resear ch studies have indica ted more
positive attitudes about distance education by those faculty and administrators
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who have an understanding d its methods than by faculty not exposed to
distance methods and tedYlologies . So. too, the evJdenc:e is ~entiful of
enha nced teaching effectiveness following well..planned faeuty deveJopmenl
programs that address the LI"lique learning needs of its part icipants.
Elements of a Successful FagJltv Development Program
Effective faculty de vek)pment programs are of many types depending on
the specific learning needs of faculty and the resources available to deliver
them. A review of literature of distance faculty training programs indicated that
they range from one day to week-long seminars. Each institution designs a
program that is most suitable to its personnel and financial resources and to the
technol ogy and programming to be ut ilized .
Shaeffer. Kipper. Farr. and Muscarella (1990) explained the general
rationa le for such programs. Facu lties' reques t for tra ining , the risk of facul ty
avo iding the use of distance technologies wrthout training, and improved teacher
effect ivene ss are among the main reasons why institution s establ ish these
traini ng prog rams.
Cuffman and MacRae (1996) agreed that faculty train ing programs are
planned mainly to improv e teacher effect iveness and to avo id rejection by the
facu lty of innovative tech nolog ies to deliver instrud ion . These authors,
however, contendecl that faculty development programs also prov ide an
opportunity to (a) draw on veteran distance teachers' expertise to work with new
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faculty , (b) shOw emp60yees the resou rce s availab le for dis tance educa tion. and
(e) t ie distance education to the institut ion 's educational and outr each miss ions .
This. in tum , enhances its recognition and acceptance in the educational
commu nity.
Will is (1994) described foul'-examples of distance faculty dev elopment
programs convnonly used both na tiona lly and internationa lly:
(a) ()('MH)(l-0n8 sessions that cater to the l.M'lique needs of specific
faculty and individual courses .
(b) campus -wide WOrksho ps-effeclive for getting facully together to
address general questions and pro vide direct ion for dis tance
programs establi shed at that inst itution.
(el setf-paced instruct ional print mate rials-designed for independent
rev iew of distance concepts .
Cd) an integrated approa~sideredto be mos t effective because it
combines institut iona l efforts in addres sing the unique challenges
faced b y its faculty with trai n ing by necessary forma ts. Using this
approach. specifIC faculty intere sts, backgrounds, and desires can
be addressed and the appropriate approaches to teacher
education can be uti lized.
To ensure effectiveness, Wi ll is (1994) also contended that these
programs shOuld comprise specific important c:haraderis tics :
(al During these 'NOf'kShOps admi nistrators must honestly address
faCUlty's concerns and que stions as well as encourage faculty's
earty involvement in the planning proces s.
(b) Techn teal information provid ed during these session s must be
de sa ibed in the language of the user to ensure easier
understanding by facu lty . So , too , techn ica l advice must
accom modate a faculty member's schedul e and teaching style ,
mu st be offered in a supportive manner, be readi ly ava ilable, and
provi de straight forward suggestions for improvement.
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(e) Hand s-on experience with use d the technolog ies is import ant to
f8QJlty duri ng these training programs to enhance their
understanding of what it is like to be a distance student at a
rece iving site .
(d ) informatiOn tha t is useful for immed iate application should be
provideCI . Irnport.-.t techn tques tha t need to be d iscussed during
these session s include increasing student part icipa tion and
motivation, understand ing students' un ique needs , enhancing
group cohesion, fostering student-student interact ion, adapting
tradi tiOnal ins truction to the non-traditional leaming environment.
and eva luating instruct iona l effect ivene ss. As well , faculty shou ld
rece ive learn ing packages for the ir own use that describe a step.
by-step process for deve loping and del ivering effective dis tance
instructi on .
(e) EmphasiSmust be placed on curren t research in the field of
distance education that addresses teaChing methods and student
learning . Through application of research findings, teachers
should be provided with suggestions for improving the relevance of
examples used in their instruclkln based on students' unique
experient ial backgrOUlds.
(f) Although it is recognized that distance teachi ng is not appeal ing 10
all faOJ lty. efforts shou ld be made during in-serviee training
programs to en hance the interest of those facu lty who are
enthus iast ic about this non-tr adition al teach ing role . The
institution's cont inued support for distance teactVng, equa lly wi th
on-site d assroom teaching, throug h faculty incen tives shOuld be
dearly expressed.
Inctudrng these Charad eristies wi ll , undoubtedly, enhance facul ty' s
inlerest and motivation to l8am more about thei r new role . In tum, if the
institution is committ ed to providing the be st pos sible facu lty development
programs, positive attitudes will be promoted among facu lty in the con tinued use
of the se a lternative de livery systems.
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Institutional Support for Faculty participation in Distance Education
The literature on faculty issues in distance education is replete with
references to the many barriers faced by distance faculty within their working
environments, baniers that ultimately affect their willingness to participate in
distance programs (Dillon & Walsh, 1992 ; MacNeil, 1990). Discussion in this
paper has focused on the common barrier of insufficient training opportunities to
prepare for the new role of distance teacher. In addition to this barrier, it is
considered necessary to briefly address other administrative concems
commonly eited by distance faculty at conventional universities and colleges .
Barriers frequently noted in the literature included the additional
workload , lack of time , few career advantages or rewards, lack of institutional
policies that address issues unique to distance education, and lack of adequate
funding for technical support, equipment, and materials (Dillon, Hengst, & Zoller,
1991 ; Dirron & Walsh, 1992 ; MacNeil, 1990; Parer, 1988; Willis, 1994).
Many faculty who have taught at a distance perceive it to be "less
rewarding, offering fewer career advantages, and less scholarly than other
leaching adivities" (Dillon & Walsh, 1992 , p. 10). Parer (1988) found that
participating faculty believe distance education lacks prestige among colleagues
in traditional settings. There is little doubt that , if the successful growth of
distance education is to be ensured for the Mure, its principles and methods
must be embraced by these institutions' most valuable resource, the faQJlty. It is
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impe rative . then, tha t distance teacherS receive the renewed commitment of
adm inistration and indeed the entir e institution. In addition to fostering teacher
satisfadion and aceeptance, this rnuc:n needed support sets the tone for
institut ion -wtde adoption of distance methods and promotes the mainstreaming
of d istance teaching wrthin the educational mission of these institu bons (Di llon &
W alsh . 1992).
Several authors prov ide recommendations to institutions for reducing the
existing ba rriers to d istance facul ty part icipa tion so that the potential of d istance
educa tion can be achieved. Sherwood , Armst rong . & Bond (1994) emphasized
the importance of faculty invo lvement in the planning process , such as selecting
the appropriate technology, decid ing among inst rudional opti ons , and iden tifying
their own learning needs for train ing programs. Th is ince ntive. accor ding to
She rwood et aI. (1994), wi ll promote pos itive attitudes towar d the technology ,
reduce the anxiety of us ing these newmethods. and encourage creativ ity in
designing and de livering instructi on .
MacNeil ( 1990) agreed that acnv e involvement of dis tance faculty in the
planning process. incl ud ing deCision making about teehnOklgy, is vital if faculty
are to accept these newmethodologies. Wi th the prov is ion of technical
coordinat ion and support to enha nce the decis iorwnaking process , it shou ld be
facu lty wh o makes the se choi ces as they are the ones wtlo will be usin g the
tech nology for instrudional purpo ses
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Olcott & Wright (1995) went beyond identifying the important role of
faculty in planning distance programs to emphasizing that their involvement at
this stage should be in providing instruetionalleadership to others in the
institut ion. These authors stressed that not only must faculty be intimately
involved in the instructional design process, student support structures,
development of training programs , and in evaluation , but they can play an
"advocacy role for distance teaching to departmental chairpersons, deans, the
executive administration, and perhaps, most importantly. to students" (p. 9) .
The element of time in reducing faculty's resistance to their Changing role
was also addressed by Sherwood, at ar, (1994) . Ree:ommendations included
that administrators should provide realistic time frames for the leaching practises
of distance faculty including adequate time to learn the new skills of distance
teaching through comprehensive faculty development programs
Willis (1994) contended that the institution must realize the time-
consuming efforts of distance faculty in conducting "background work"'needed to
adapt traditional instruction for distance delivery or to develop a new distance
course. A well-renowned researcher and author of distance education , Willis
noted that, generally, it takes about twice the time to develop a distance course
as it does to develop and organize one for classroom use.
MacRae & Cuffman (1995), in a qualitative study of faculty's experiences
using television as the medium for distance instruction, reported that distance
faculty identified the need for greater time to prepare lectures, to communicate
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wi th students during instructional sessions. and to encourage students to
pertrcpete. Recommendations d the ir study induded prov iding release time
and/or substantial support for faaJlty teaching on le~visiOn sudl as involving
experi enced d istance teachers as mentors for new facu lty , providing adequate
training , and adjus ting the ir WOl1doad aeeordingly.
In desCribing Western Illinois University's succ:essful experience with
distance learning , Barker & Dickson (1994 ) maintained that teaching a distance
course requires more teacher time fa( plann ing and development than does a
trad itional course , especially if it is the first time a faculty member teaches by
distance. Additional time is needed by distance teachers to make periodiC visits
10 distance sites to meet with students, to hold office telephone conversations
with students, and to en sure through much quest ioning during d istance e1asses
that students unde rstand the content and are actrvely involved in the learn ing
proces s.
Barker & Dickson (1994) di5QJssed . as we ll, the need for support
personnel on campu s to work clo sely wi th distance teeeeers. A fu ll-time
instruct iona l des igne r is necessary in most situa tiOns to collaborate with fae:utty
in des igning and implementing instrucbon as we ll as cond uct ing eva luat tons and
planning ongoing training programs. These authors also stressed the
importance of includ ing technicians among the distance program team ,
technic ians who are skilled in installing, operating, and maintaining the distance
technolog ies. Willis (1994) and MacNeil (1990), as well , adamantly stressed the
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importa nce of support structl.Xes like these to sustain faculty motivat ion and
sa tisfact ion and to en5'S8 the cont inued $UCC8$S of distance teac::t1ing
In add it ion . ;r distance education is to be read ily adOpted by faaJlty in
teach ing ins titut ion s, their efforts must be compensated and reward ed equally
wi th classroom teachers. Olcott (199 1) wrote: ~embarking on an endeavour
such as distance teaching wrthout providing appropriate reoognition towards
promotion and tenure will deter fawlty participation" (p. 56) . Severa l authors
emphasized that the un ique role and contribution of distance teachers must be
recognized if they are to be effective.
Beaudoin (1990) suggested that a commitment to distance education from
all levels of the organization, especially top administrators, will serve to break
down barriers and overcome the structural and resource impediments that exist
betwee n tradi tional and non -traditional education. PoliCies that reflect the
unique issue s of distance educa tion , specifICally in relat ion to budget (for the
allocati on of human and techn ica l reSOlXC8s) and to promotion, tenure, and merit
must be developed and integrated into the academic:policies of the instit ution
(Dillon, 1989 ; Gunawardena, 1990; ).
Olcott (1994) po inted cut that it is top administration , including president,
deans, and departmental cha irpersons who set the cumate tor the acceptance of
distance education throughout the institution. Through the ir aitical role in
allocating resources, scheduling, and approving teacher assignments and
deciding which academic acl jYities will be rewarded in the promotion and tenure
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process, they determine the value and priority awarded distance leaming within
the institution.
MacNeil (1990) described reward systems needed within institutions that
offer distance programs . Besides rewards like release time, adjusting workloads
to meet increased demands, and adequate hardware, software , and technical
support, MacNeil recognized the need for rewarding teachers who use
technology to reach students. Promotion and tenure systems must provide for
such rewards. He stated , ''ultimately, faculty should be able 10regard the use of
technology as a means of moving up the ladder as well as gain ing personal and
professional renewal" (p. 13).
The tremendous impact of institutional suPPOrton the success of distance
education and the receptivity and satisfaction of its faCUltycannot be
underestimated. Despite the many new technologies that contribute a great dea l
to the growth and success of distance education, it is the collaborative
institutional effort and the attention given to policy, compensation, and human
resource issues that make the greatest difference.
Summary
The field of distance education has experienced many changes. Distance
teachers tOday more than ever before are confronted with many challenges.
Methods of delivering course content have radically shifted from the early years
of independent learning tools , such as books and videotapes to the highly
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inter active computerized multimed ia systems of tOday. This innovation has
contributed signifteantl y to the rapid growth in distance leaming in the past
decade.
With the inaeasing demands placed on institut es of higher educa tion for
addit iona l and more diverse h!aming opporlu"tibes. it is inev itable that distance
educat ion will continue to gain momentum in the 8duc8tional process
Instructional methods and procedures wi ll cont inue to change with new and
improv ed technologies aPPearing and be ing implemented more widely. As the
accelerated growth of distance education continues, more and more educators
will be expected to reaCh out 10these non-traditional students by accepting the
new role of d istance teacher. Those who assume a distance teaching role will
be com pell ed to keep abrea st of the changes by effect ively incorporating new
technologi es and methodo logies in the ir di stance teaching practices. However,
withOut the adequate training and incentive structure s in place to support facu lty
in the ir endeavour, the qua lity and success of distance e<tucation may be
compromised .
Program eva lua tion is yet another crucial element 01 the process of
improving learning in d istance education. Outcome assessment activ ities, in
part icu lar, must be ongoing so as to keep abreas t of implementation chang es if
di stance education is to have a pcsmve impad . Evaluators need to use
quali1ative as well as quant itative methods to acqu ire an understanding of
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learners' perceptions about the leaming adivities as well as academ ic
achievement outcomes.
Such evaluation research will shed light on unanswered questions related
10 how the new technologies that connect students with teachers affect
academic performance and attitudes. The results of these evaluation measures
can be used to inform and direct future program planning, design , and
implementation.
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Paper III
Student Outcomes of Distance Edueat ion
Evaluation pla ys many important roles in educa tion from appraising the
curricul um to prcMd ing a basis for policy decisions and accrediting schools
Regard less of the focus of educational evaluation, however. a single important
goal is pursued: to determine the quality or worth of whatever is be ing eva luated
(Scriven, 1973) .
Because gUiding and supporting students in their learn ing is an important
task of educators, a great deal of emphasis is placed on evaluating the proces s
of studen t leaming . Teache rs eagerly seek feedback concerning students'
acade mic ach ievement and leve l of interest and satisfact ion with the ir cours es
Through th is evalua tion activi ty , teacher awareness of the qual ity of the learn ing
experie nce s the y provide and the effectiveness at the programs or courses they
teach is a eated. The ir commitment to qua lity in teaching and learn ing spurs
teachers to appty the data collected through evaluat ion to their prad iee in hope s
of faci litating enhanced learn ing experiences in their dassrooms.
The necessity for evaluation with in conventional education programs
applies equally to d istanc:e programs. Sweeping Changes are occurring in this
excit ing educational field, Changes like the rapidly growing numbers of
institutions offering distance courses since the advent of interact ive computer
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techno logy . l"ho-pe (1993) stressed the importance of evaluat ion to the future
success of distance education. Educators need evidenCe, she said . of the
effectiveness of the many different models and systems ventured. evidence that
the student is learni ng or leaming better from teacherS and from material s be ing
prepared . By cont inual ty gathering informa tion about the learner and the
learning , d ista nce educators can ctosety monitor the quality of the learn ing
process so that necessary improvements can be made.
Th is pape r examines and discusses current. literature on evaluation of
stude nt achievement s and experience s as dis tance learners. The auth or
presents research findings and other relevant literature on assessment of how
well stude nts leam thrOugh dist ance education courses or the extent to wh ich
des ired outcomes are attained. Comparat ive analyses of student outcomes in
distance and conventional education are addressed. In add ition . d iscussion
focu ses on the students ' readion s to distance learning , SUCh as their feelings
and impressions of dislanC8 courses 8ld the ir level of interest and satisfaction
with learni ng through unconvenbona l instructional methOds.
The Need forEyaluation in Qista nce Education
Eval uat ion of the impad of cour ses and progr ams upon student
ach ievem ent is of great import ance in all educa tional settings. In the rapidly
changing learn ing environment of distance educa tion , ongoing evalua tion is
essential to determine the value, qual ity, and effect iveness of the many
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innovative technologies and instruct ional strategies employed. At a time when
media used to deliver distance programs is rapidly being developed and
improved , both distance teachers and students alike struggle to keep abreast of
these innovative tools for learning. Distance methods are constantly changing to
provide bette r and more immediate interaction between teacher and student.
Undoubtedly, the aim of these exciting advances in the distance
education process is to create an effective learning environment in spite of the
distance constraint. However , both teachers and students are speculating on
whe ther these new media will result in mastery of course content. Through
ongoing collection and analysis of data on student reactions, attitudes, and
opinions of how effectively teachers have used these technologies to deliver
cour ses and on students' academic perroemaoce . teachers can closely monitor
the progress of these Changes. As Thorpe (1993) pointed out, distance
educat ion "is still an innovation and in the eal1y stages of its developmenr (p. 2).
Because of the unavoidable element of trial and error for educators
devel oping distance courses , they are Challenged to provide optimum
opportunities for leaming. Evidence that the quality of these courses is
comparable to or better than traditional on -site courses must be provided.
Dis tance educators must clearly show that students using these innovative
instrudional methods perform as well or better than students in traditional
leaming environments. Thus, formative and summative evaluation of courses
and programs is vital to the future success of distance education.
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Mor abi to (1997) , a renowned int ernat ional adu lt distance educator.
emph asized the importance of demOnStrating the effectiveness of distance
prog ram s through ongoing evaluation. In the pa st., edueators in conventional
Classroom settings were reluctant to accept that distance educa tion students
could ach ieve grades that were comparable with the ir orH::ampus counterparts .
It was felt that learning was imped ed becau$e distance students werenot in the
traditi onal Classroom and thus had litt le opportunity for in teract ion . Mora bito
pointed out that since the ad vent of learning techn ologi es that greatly improve
stuoent-teacne r and student-stud ent intera d ion, distance educat ion is becomi ng
a well-respected leaming method by leaders in the mainstream of educat ion,
especially higher educat ion . Educators in conventional se ttings today recogn ize
and acknowfedge its merit and readily support this mode of del ivering instruction
as an effective means d mee ting the growing demands of non-traditiona l
learners into the 21st century (Morabito, 1997 ).
Empha sis rTM.lSt, therefore . be placed on providing evidence of the
effectivene ss of d istance methods and on making necessary impr ovements. In
this time of new developments jn tecl'v'lolOgy to del iver information, distance
students' att itud es, opinions , and performance must be carefu lly examined
through formal and informal evaluation pradices . On ly thrOug h careful ana lysis
of eva lua tion data and di sseminatio n of find ings can distance educators
continue to improve the quality of dis tance methOds so that equal educational
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opportunit ies with trad itional students can be provided for these learners
(Morabito, 1997) .
Res earch on learning Qutcomes
In rev tewing the litera ture on the result s of students' learn ing in distance
education . this author searched for evidence that distance students perform as
well or better than their on-campus peers while utilizing the various
communication and information media available
One or two-way audio and video instruction . The evidence is abundant
that dis tance students who learn by interactive or non-interactive audio and
video systems achieve academic grades that are comparable to or better than
tradi tiona l classroom students . Keck (1992 ) compared the learni ng outcomes of
graduate prog ram nursing student s erecued in a tel 8COU"$e with the leami ng
outcom es of students enrol led in the same course in the d assroom sett ing . The
same teach er taught the course in both settings , and telecourse requ irement s
did not differ from trad it iona l d ass req,Jirements. Lea rni ng outcomes were
meas ured by comparing student grades on COt.6S8 examinat ions and
ass ignments. The impet us for this Study came from concerns among facu lty that
the quality of the educationa l experience in graduate educat ion would be
comprom ised by the limited interaction in distance cours es. Findings indicat ed
no significant difference in learning outcomes between students in traditional
classroo ms and in telecourses. These findings suggest that students, even
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graduate students whose dasses are typically small and hjghly interactive. are
as successful in Ieam ing the content at distance COlSSeS as the ir peers in
trad ition al dassroom set1 ings.
These findings are supported by Kooker, ttano, Efinger . Dungan, & Major
(1994 ) in a study of a graduate nurs ing program at the University of Hawaii.
The y demonstrated that Jnteract i\le te levision with two-way radio and two-way
video capabil ity was valua ble in conducting succe ssful graduatEHeve l nurs ing
seminars to students living on remote communities of the Hawaiian Islands . In a
comparison of leaming outcomes with students taking the same course with the
same instructor in the classroom setting , course grade s were very simi lar .
Furthermore. rat ings from all students' evaluation of the course failed to show
significant differences. PartiCipants who used the interact ive tele vision network
10 communica te with peers and the teacher on campus felt it prov ided a unique
face-t o-face opportunity to discuss concepts , ana lyze issues , and share ideas
without techno log ical diffICUlt ies
Pa rkinson & Parkinson (1989) compared the academ te achievement of
pract ical nu rsing students doing a pathophysiOlogy course in the trad itional
classroom with students doing the same COI.XS4t wi th the same instructor by
interacti ve television at remote locations thrOughout the state of Utah . Despi te
tne fact that d istance student s in this study received only 10 nccre of formal
lecture time while classroom students received 33 hours , there was no
significant difference in examination scores between the two classes. Remote
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stud ents did , however, expr ess discont ent wi th learning from a distance teacher
and found the expeOence to be ·~r (p . 500). These researchers
attribute the similar learning outcomes in the se very different settings to the high
moti vatiOn leve l d aduh Ieamers, despite constra ints . as well as to the extra
written supplements (e .g. study guMies. charts, d iagrams) provided to these
distance students.
A simi lar comparative ana lysis by Stant on , Floyd , & Au ltman (1995)
investigated the eff ects of d istance learning on student outcome s in general
studie s uni versity cour ses. One group of students in this study were remot el y
situated and receiv ed the same instructi on by interacti ve television as the
second group who attended dass at the on-eampus studio from where the
instruct ion wa s del ivered . A third grou p of trad itional classroom students with
the same instructor who taught the remote and kX:81sections of the course was
used for comparison. These authors fOUld that distance learning cond ihons of
this type d id not adversely affect student ach ievement. This study found as we ll
that leam ing by distance d id not significant ly produce nega tive reactions frOm
either students or instructors at either the remote or local sites. The authOrS
added that , if posit ive reactions are to continue, ongo ing Changes will need to be
made in course design 10 keep pace with the many innovative tec:hnologies.
Kabat & Friedel (1990) yielded comparable resu lts. They compared
learning outcomes of distance students at a remote site electronic classroom
who received instruction via two-way audio and video systems with the outcomes
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of the ir peers who attended the same dass at the orig ination site with the ir
instruct or. Not only were there insign iflC8tlt differences in grade score s among
the t'MJ groups of learners, but approximately two-thirds of all these students
ind icated they fen they learned as much in the electronc dass as the y WOIJkj in
a regular class and would take another course by this method
Another study at John C. calhoU'l State Community College in Alabama
wa s conducted to determine if there was a signifICant difference in grade
d istr ibut ion between sect ions of a course taught by telecourse format and
sect ions taught by the same instructor in the traditional classroom. This study ,
which examined data from 18 telecourses and 18 trad itional courses, concluded
that there were no sign ificant differences in grade averages between the two
grou ps. Howe ver , the study found that student CClmpfetion rates were higher in
the traditional classroom (Searcy, 1993). Th is resu lt is contrary to the resu lts
provi ded by Hogan (1997 ) where 75% of d istance students completed the
cour se as oppo sed to 72% d tradit ional studem s_ Such contr adid ory findings
warrant further research to examine compIelior\'Withdrawal rates of distance
learners .
Shoemaker & FairbankS (1997) compared the grade performance profi les
of distance education graduates of a baccalaureate nurs ing program to the ir on.
campus graduate cohorts. Data was collected over 8 Hven·year periOd of
distance delivery via interactive television to nurses in rural areas . Grade point
average comparisons showed competitive academic perfonnances among
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distance students as compared with their on-s ite peers. As we ll , the highest
grade poi nt average d both groups was he ld by an off-<:ampus student for the
fina l three years of the study . Resutts indicat ed that students off campus
rece iving instruct ion via interact ive television ach ieve gradeS that are
compar able to Of better than on-site students (Keck. 1992; Park inson &
Park inson.1989; Stanton et 81. 1995).
Ukew;se. studies by Da ly, McClelland & Yang (1994), Freeman, Fell &
Muellenberg (1996), Goodyear (199 5), MacFarland (1996), Ma rtin (1990), Nixon
(1990 ), and Scott (1990) support ed findings that learning out come s of students
taking post-secondary courses by a two-way interacti ve video fonnat are not
significa ntly different from students in traditiona l classes. Myer, Brenner , &
Wood (199 5) examined learner outcomes of distance nursing students who
rece ived instructi on by video tapes shown on a bus as they commuted to and
from a dinica l leam ing site . Videotaped presentations were supplemented with
print materia ls . The students' academic performance was compared with tha t of
traditional students taking the same co.ne in the classroom but with live
lect ures from tne instructor ins tead of videotaped presentations. The authorS
found similar academic performances between tne two groups and conctuded
that the non-interadive video leaming fannat supplemented with prin ted
mater ials may be considered an -effective teach ing mechanism" (p. 31).
Although the distance stude nts expe rienced frus trat ing tech nica l diffiOJlties, their
posi tive comments about the co urse included that they lea rned a great deal, and
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it was worth their time . 1l"le findings of this study are particulany surprising in
vi ew of very limited leacher/student interaction, the pers istent poor qual ity and
non-interact ive nature of the med ia, and the unconventional leaming
env ironment. The authors fe tt student learning was erY\aneed beceuee of typical
ad ult leamer c::haracteristics like COhesiveness as a group . linMHnOtivation. and
a des ire to meet a learning need (Myer et at 1995).
Haynes & Dillon (1992), recognizing that the abundance of comparison
studies throughout distance educatiOn literature suggested no significant
differences in academic performances between distance and traditional
students, focused meir research on the effects of studying higher order leaming
co nce pts at a distance via lelecorTYTlunications technology. The authors used
qu alitat ive and quantitative methods and a control group to meas ure differences
in learni ng outcomes between the on<ampUs dess and the distance students
who recei ved instrue:lion through the compressed video system. Both groups
con sisted of students who were older than traditional stude nts and who had full-
time job s and famili e s.
Find ings of Haynes & Dillon 's study (1992) indica ted that the de livery
sys tem had no impact upon either low- or high~er levels of learn ing as no
signifi cant differences in learning outcomes were identified . HOW'e\t8f, also
invest igated by these researchers were students' attitudes toward the
te lecommunication system and their level of interadion in the group, both with
the teacher and the students. Although students at the remote site expressed
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very neg ati ve attitudes about the med ium, indicating the y would be reluctant to
recommend it to eeee students , it did not impede the ir learni ng . Another
interesting finding wa s that althOugh the distance students int eraded with the
teacher much fess than the on-site students, they interacted with other student s
at the distance site more onen. These find ings. like those of a later study by
Myer et at (199 5) , suggested that distance adult learners' strong rel i.-.ce on
peer support and teaching serv es positivel y to enhance the leaming experience.
Souder (199 3) condu cted a -natural experiment· that examined the
effectiveness of distance teaching and learning . The author taught the same
graduate-level course at three different un iversities. One course was taugh t by
video-ba sed distance med ia while trad itional on-site methods were used for the
other two . Effectiveness was measured by compa ring the academic
perlormance of all three student groups on COlX$8 exami nation s, term papers,
and other assignments . Results ind icated that the distance learners achieved
higher mean grade scores than the on-s ite student grou ps in similar course
requirements. Students in thi s study also provided evaluat ion data on the ir
perce pt ion s of the qua lity of the instrudion and cour se content., effectivene ss of
the tectv\ology , and aspect. of the comm unicabons.
The dista nce learners, unl ike the traditional leamers. strongly support ed
distance leaming and felt that int eract ion witl'l the teacher or with other students
is nol vital to tI'le leaming process. Of particular note in this study was the very
negative, -disda infu l" comments by traditional students towards distance
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education. viewing it as a second class method, despite their limited experience
wi th studying by this methOd. Additionally . the distance group fe lt that they had
de ve loped dose peer rela tion ships despi te the vast geographic distances
between them and the fact that they did not know each othef prior to enrolling in
the course . That same "lOnd red spi rit and bOnding'" wasnot evident among the
other classes 'Io'tlotended to view leaming 8S an indivtdual endeavour (Souder.
1993) . The author credited much of those distance students' success in learning
to the strong peer support and social contacts as well as the frequent ongoing
fee dba ck from the teacher.
Computer.based instruction. As this literature review has demonstrated,
emp irical evidence of the effect iveness of distance courses employ ing audio and
video technologies. mostly interact ive television , is abundant. However , by
compa rison. there are substan tia lly fewer research studies validati ng student
pe rformance as an ind ica tor of the effectiveness of the rapidly evolving computer
technO log ies used in computer.fTlediated communication such as e-mail and 0n-
line computer conferencing.
These media can provide tdeal 5eaming experience s by placing students
in a stimulating, highly interactive. yet private , environment . Purposeful and
reflect ive discussions can take place asynchronously as sludents are ready to
respond 10other students andlor the instrudor. According to Richards , Gabriel,
Chin & Clegg (1992) , this eXCiting, relatively new form of education is
particularly altradive to adult leamers with busy lives who cannot leave their
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homes to purs ue leaming activities. Th is is because it offers the conven ience of
time and place independence while providing a highly interact ive and social
learning environment. CQlTIP.Iter--based educat ion "brings 10distance aud ience s
lhe closene ss of the traditional classroom" (p. 20 ). Their research exam ined
computer/mod em college students ' ages , grades , and eourw corT"9Ietionrates
as compared to tradi hona l students . They found that, althOugh the sample wa s
small , these computer/modem students were older, had a h ighe r motivation to
teem. achi eved h igher course grades. and had a lowe r drop-out rate tha n thei r
traditional counterpa rts . They concl uded that tnis newfi eld of distan ce delivery
should be mor e acti vely pursued.
Marten s, Port ier & Val ike (199 5) carri ed out 8 similar comparative
analysis with 502 Belgian colleg e students taking a first ·y ear statist ics course.
The effediveness of computer-based interactive leamtr'1genvirorvnents was
meas ured by comparing the outcomes to those d students in a printed..matetial
distance Ieaming env ironment. Students in tradit ional face-te>f8C8 lecture
envirorments were used as the control situat ion. Thi s study's results showed no
marked difference in learn ing outcomes when the three groups were compa red
The relative effectiveness of independent study. and especially of a computer-
focused leam ing environment. was identified.
In a similar com parative analysi s of studen t achievement in a
compelency-ba sed com puter course and the same course taught in a traditio na l
classroom, Mortenson (1995) found no signifi cant d ifferen ce s in SCOI'es. He
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concluded that students in electronically expanded classrooms have leaming
outcomes comparable to those taking the course in the dassroom.
Davie (1988) praised computer-medialed communication for distance
education noting its ability over other media to enhance student-la-student
interaction 10a level that is analogous to seminar discussions previously only
possible in traditional classroom settings . Because it al~ asynchronous
participation, it provides -an equity of access" which benefits slower students
who may need time to reflect , to compose , and to enter a valid response to the
discussions, an advantage not possible in face-to-face meetings . Her research ,
a descriptive case study , focused on analyzing the participation, satisfaction.
and achievement of two groups of graduate students in two computer-mediated
communica tion courses. The eourses were similar, requiring students to read
course textbooks and articles in preparation for discussion of their ideas in an
on-line conference . In addition, they were required to write two short essays and
a final essa y in pairs or small groups on the network. No other means of
communication was used .
Davie (1988) found these students to be quite successful in their efforts to
develop effective strategies for writing as a group. Students in both courses
frequently logged on to the on-line conference to read other students ' comments
or to make an individual respo nse. Students' final grades (although quantitative
comparisons were not made to courses in other modes of delivery) were equal to
or greater than those in similar courses offered on site . Student satisfaction was
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analyzed tlvough diso.JSsionsat the end of the course and found to be quite
high in both coc.nes. Students partia.rlarty liked the convenience of being able
to part icipa te in discussion at times that d id not conflid with other responsibili t ies
and felt the structure of the course compelled them to assume responsibility for
frequent and active part icipa tion in the 1e8ming process . Their convnents
concerni ng ha ving to communicate s<»ely on line were vfK'J f8V'Ol.nble . This
author supported the use of computer confer encing as an effective way for
students to conned with each other and init iate collaborative leaming.
Cheng , Lehman & Armstrong (1991) examined the effectiveness of a
ccmputer-medteted communication system to deliver graduate education to
remote sites w ithin the state of Indiana . Specifically, these researchers
compared ach ievement scores , time-on-task, and student att itudes of remote-
site students with the se factor s in a group of students taking the same course
with the same instructor in an on-<:ampUs dass. Pre-study data determined that
other than off-eampus students be ing older, the twogroups disp layed similar
knowledge of cou rse content, similar atti tudes, and similar educational
backgroun dS. Study results indica ted tha t no statistica lly sign ificant difference
existed between the two groups in final grades or in their pos itive attitudes
towards the COUf'$8 or instruct ional media used. However. a greater time~ask
was needed by computer conferencing students to leam effedive use of the
computer netwo~. The authors concluded that computer conferencing as a
distance leam ing method is as effective as the traditional classroom method
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Research on Student Attitudes about Distance learning
New technologies and strategies that improve interaction between
teacher anc:lleamer are rapidly emerging in distance education. Emphasis is
being placed on examining student outcomes of learning through such media as
interact ive television and computer-mediated communication. Numerous studies
have attempted to jUdge the qual ity and future success of these innovations;
however, many questions remain unanswered. The literature review suggests
that researchers, in examining effectiveness, focused heav ily on measuring
student performance in terms of academic grades. A relatively neglected
outcome measure, it appears, is the teamer's perceptions and attitudes towards
the dis tance learning environment.
Biner et el. (1994) argued that the maintenance of positive student
attitudes can result in programme-related benefits but , more importantly. student
benefi ts that include lower student attr ition , higher levels of motivation,
increased enrollment, and a greater commitment and loyal ty to the program.
Jones, Scan lon. Tosunogtu, Ross , Butcher, Murphy, & Greenberg (1996 )
supported the view of Biner et al. (1994) that , while evaluating the effectiveness
of distance methods is crucial, the importance of including the educational
situation as a whole and focusing on the learner should not be dismissed.
These authors contended that findings from comparative approaches to
evaluating effectiveness in distance education (most common in the litera ture)
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give answers on -..na~ learning has occ::uTed but not on ~how'" that learn ing has
occurred . ·Yet , on many oc:easions . the 'how' is as important, if not more
important than the 'what" (p. , 0) .
Eva luating the process of student learning by exam in ing student attitudes
about the distance learning environment, their level of interacti on with other
students, obstacles they encolIlter, and level of satisfac:tion with: COU"SeS is an
equa lly importa nt aiteria by which to gauge the success of d istance education.
From the literature , il is Clear that such data plays an import ant role in
enlightening educators about the fundamental question of the effect iveness of
d istance methOds in helping students to learn . As a result of such studies .
program improvements can be made to improve or mainta in posi tive attitudes
and provide satisfy ing , enjoyable learn ing experience for distance students
Biner , W elsh . Barone, Summers, & Dean (1997 ) slIVeyed undergraduate
college students in 17 live. interactiv e telecourse s at 68 remote sites about their
satisfadion with various facets of the course , such as the instruct orl instructK>n.
technology , c:o..rse management, as well as their overal l sat isfact ion wi th the
courses. The students' performance in the OJfTent course was ca lwlatP.din
relation to prior overa ll academic ach ievement to assess studen t mot ivation.
The primary goal of the study was to determine if Class size predicted students '
satisfaction. Resul ts indicated that the size of the group at the remo te site
signifi cantly pred icted satisfaction in all facets of the course, overall satisfaction ,
and relative performance. The more populous sites were associated with more
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negative studen t atti tude s and with lower tevels of relat ive performance. As well ,
45 of the students in the study attended dasses priv ately at home, and rt was
the se students who provided the highest ratings of te lecol.ne satisfaction and
academi c performance.
Paul (1990) in a doctoral dissertation eonduded a quanti tativ e analysis of
the effects of three d iff erent modes of co..ne de livery on three edueational
outcomes~ogress rate , sati sfaction, and achievem ent. Subject s were non-
traditiona l students in an undergraduate business deg ree prog ram. Her findi ngs
showed hiQh leve ls of ove rall salisfadion (over 95%) among students enro lled in
two exte mal degree prog rams , but studen ts attend ing on-site classes were less
sat isfied . Although progress fates among the three grou ps showed statistically
signifi ca nt differences, acade mic achievement wa s similar for students in all
three de livery systems.
Johnson ( 199 3) , in a similar study , examined the influence of instructi onal
mod e, leaming style. academic major , and gender, on student attitude s and
achievement tn distance and trad itional veBions of a teacher education course.
His findi ng s revea led that student learning style. academic major , or gender d id
not significa ntly impact on aChievement in either of the two~s. However,
even though distance students achieved higher scor es than traditional students
on the two Objective exams designed to assess aChievement , they were more
likely to be dissatisfied. Their discontent was related to the poor quali ty of taped
lectures, examinat ion s, and course printed material s. Johnson conclu ded that
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improv ements in the qua lity of the instruction will enha nce the learning
experience of students in remote sites .
It is interesting 10note , in the stud ies by Paul (1990 ) and JOhnson (1993),
the lack of a positive correlation betoNeen ad'I ievement of distance students and
their attitudes about their learning experi ence s. The se stud ies support the
notion that succe ssfu l grade performance cannot pred id whether student s have
had a posi tive learning experience. Thus, incorpo rating the learners in the
evaluation proces s as participants by seeking their opinions and attitudes
provides valuable mfonna tion about the qua lity of the leaming proce ss.
A study at Ferri s State Univers ity compared the attitudes of students who
had completed coll ege course s by interacti ve televi sion at remote sites with
students who had completed the same course in the trad itional cla ssroom .
Hunsanger (1990) found that , othe r than prtlbfems with hea ring the speaker at
the distance siles , distance student s were as satisfied with the instructor,
instructi on , equ ipment. and Ieaming en vironment as thei r peers in the
classroom. As we ll, distance stude nts expressed sat isfact ion that the y had
chosen to do the cou rse by interadive tele vision over trad itional instruct ion.
In ano ther study that compared the readions of student s in a video
confereneing-based COlXS8 with thOse d students in a trad itiona lly delivered
cour se, Fur st-8owe (1997) found students in both sect ions of the course to be
part icularly pleased with the organization and presentation of conten t, the
teacher's knowl edge base , and pos itive attitude . Distance stude nts, however ,
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expressed concerns abOut dass time lost due to technical difflOJlties . problem s
with sCheduling group work among students who live in different cities , and the
inabi lity to interact with the teacher in person during etass time .
These finding s support thOse dan ear1ier study by Smithand McNelis
(1993) who investigated hOw distance educatjgn affeds student attitude s as we ll
as academic performance. These authors conducIed 8 comparative anatysis of
three leamer groups: remote-s ite distance learners, an on-campus group where
the class was hosted, and a conventional class. Comments from the remote
students about leaming at a distance were generally more positive than the
host-site students . Achievement data revealed no significant differences among
the three group s. However. despite the positive atti tudes expressed by the
remo te students ancI lhe fad that they were receptive to distance learn ing again
in the future, they stated tha t they lik ed the course better when the teacher was
on site to address questions.
The results of these studies by Furst-8owe (1997) and Smith & McNel is
( 199 3) appear to emphasize the cribeal role r:Athe in struct or in successfut
distance learning. While the lack of interaction remains a ma;or aiticism of
distance educa tion, advocates of distance learn ing bel ieve the teacher can
overcome the distance constra int by providing well~veloped learning
materials. creating opportunities for participation and a means of prov iding
timely feedback . demonstrating effective presentation skills, and being prepared
to use the media 10its potential.
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Hinton and Oleks (1996) surveyed two classes of undergraduate students
at Eastem Kentucky University about their sUitudes towards the level of learning,
confidence, comfort , effectiveness of the site facilitator, 8S well as advantages
and disadvantages of a eourse by television at distance sites . Responses
among both classes were unanimously positive. Students felt they had learned
as much by distance as they would in the traditional classroom and saw far more
advantages than disadvantages to distance education.
Although some variables like lack of contact with the teacher, class size ,
and technical difficulties have been shown to impact negatively on student
attitudes about learning at a distance , it can be concluded from these data tnet
students ' attitudes are generally positive. It appears the medium itself has little
or no effect on student satisfaction. Instead, effective instruction seems to be
positively correlated with satisfied distance learners. Undoubtedly, the efforts of
distance teachers to provide optimal leaming opportunities for their students will
yield more positive attitudes.
Summary
As acknowledged in this literature review, numerous investigations in the
field of distance education have operationalized the effectiveness of the different
technologies in student leaming through an examination of outcomes. In most of
these studies, researchers have attempted to demonstrate the effectiveness of
distance instruction by comparing the achievement levels of distance students to
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those of students whO are enrolled in the same course with the instructor either
in the traditional dsssroom or at the on-site studio..nere the dass is being
de liver ed . The studies quoted in this paper suggest that distance students
perform academically as we ll or better than their peers in the traditional
d a ssroom. The rapid nae a 58 in use of computer technO logy in recent years,
wh ich affects the way in which instnJction is p1amed .-lCI del ivered , has not
signifi cantl y changed leaming outcomes.
From this discuss ion . it can be coneIuded that d istance education
students are 85 successful in academic performance as en -site students
regardless of which technology is used . Clark (1983) concluded that "media are
mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence student achievement
any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causes changes in our
nut r it ion" (p. 445 ). Much controversy has surrounded these comments,
especiall y given the signifi ca nt growth in high ly interactive instructi ona l methods
since that study . However , it appears Clark 's comments still hold true even in
graduat e COlKSeSthat demand • high degree of interacti on . Instead of the
medium cncsen affecting ach ievement, research rather demonstrates the
importa nce of effective instruct ional technique and a supportive leaming
environment as having a pos itive COfTelation with achievement success .
The literature emphasizes effective teach ing behaviours as being of
paramount importance 10the quality of the leaming experience. Stanton et al .
(1995), among others , highlighted the importance of distance instnJdors
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adapting teaching methods to new and progressive technological developments.
Carefully planned and wen-oevelcped instructional activities that keep abreast
of changes are required. Instructors must be proficient in the use of novel
technologies and facilitate effective interaction and motivational techniques,
however, to enhance the interest and active involvement of the leamers (Stanton
at at. 1995).
Research has emphasized that distance students tend to substitute
dim inished teacher contact with peer contact tOf' the purposes of enhancing the
learning experience. It appears this level of teamer-learner interaction has
pos itive effects on the learning outcomes of achievement and attitudes. Adult
learners, particularly. are conducive to this type of collabOrat ive learning
re lationships. Through ongoing discussion and support for each other, they
"simctate the advantages of a traditional classroom atmosphere~ (Myer et al.
1995, p. 32) . According to Souder's (199 3) research, distance learners form
support relationships with their peers that are far more powerful than
rela tionships fanned in the classroom.
Instead of the delivery method affecting student satisfaction, it is apparent
that satisfaction levels are improved by such facters as effective instruction,
equipment that is in good work ing condition, and the opportunity for frequent
contact witt; the teacher, prompt feedback about course assignments, and
affi liat ion with other distance learners
Th is literature review has provJded empirical evidence that distance
students shOuld not be viewed as d isa dv antaged in the qua lity of tha t learn ing
experi ence or in the ir achievement of successful grades . In fact, several of the
research studies rev iewed have indi cated advantages to distance learning over
trad itiona l melhOds. aeside s the convenience of be ing ab le to study at home
when other responsibilities make d assroom courses too d i1'fQJIt10 pursue,
distance students benefi t from a unique leaming en vironment that allows privacy
yet strong peer support when needed.
Conclusion
Ad ul t education tOday is exper iencing a pa rad igm shift . The focus is no
longer on remedial educa tion for thOse ind ividuals who d id not complete high
school . Instead , attention has turned to the concept of lifelOng learning tha t
incl udes a wi de span of adu lt learners. from the highly educated to thOse
perceived as funct iona lly ill iterat e, from the economica lly disadvantaged to the
wealthy affluent. from the young adu lt to the hea lthy sen iors in our society
(Shoe maker . 1998).
Th is tr ansforma tion is a reflection of the rapidly changing realilies d
tOdays world. One major force prope lling this Shift is ou r aging popu lat ion and
the trend to'Nards educa tiona l prog ra ms among olde r adult s (Merriam &
Caffare lla, 1991). Add itiona lly , the impact of an unprecedented knowledge
explosion and new commun ication technolog ies that hav e created a demand for
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diverse qualifications within the workplace cannot be ignored (Connick, 1997) .
The tradition of completing a pcst-eeecndary education program immediately
following high school and securing a position in a single organization for an
entire working career has been replaced by one that includes ongoing education
programs and career changes (Shoemaker, 1998).
Todays adults portray a passion for continued learning, whether it be 10
meet the changing needs of the global community or to satisfy a personal
interest. II is predided that the amount of leaming is likely 10increase in future
as our rapidly changing world becomes more complex (Connick, 1997). Such a
vision has major implications for institutions for adult learning inCluding higher
leaming.
One of the important questions to consider is whether or not existing
colleges and universities can keep up with the rapid pace of change in the
technolog ica l and social structures of our society. To meet the growing
demands for higher education, emphasis must be placed on the implementation
of innovative approaches and methodologies that will allow flexibility,
accessibility, and adaptability for all those who wish to enroll .
Distance education has much to contribute. It has the potential for
significantly expanding access to adult learning, hence, providing greater
educational opportunity and increased efficiency. Using new communication
technologies, distance education today supports active, meaningful educational
experiences to adulls who are willing to assume responsibility for their own
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learn ing . It is capable of responding well to the ever-increasing runbers of
peopl e in pursuit of higher leam ing . Particul arty, it is respons ive to working
adults and thoSe with sc:heduhng problems or d isabilities whiCh prevent them
from availing of education services provided by conventional systems
Distance education is nowtaking its place in the mainstream of higher
ed ucation alongside traditional on-campus programs. The approval it has
rece ived from educa tional leaders can be attributed in large pa rt to the
advancement in technologies to de liver instrudion-lechnologies tha i have
greatly perecneneec the commu nication between learne rs and their teacner .
Throug h modem delivery modes such as computer networks, satellite network s.
and audio and video systems, the tradit ional classroom is broug ht to the
distance stude nt Thus , distance educa tion is viewed by many as an agent for
change. expansion, and d iversity .
This discussion of three distinct, yet int errel ated . toPics on studen t
learning in contemporary dis tance education has revea led an array of usefu l
information that can gu ide the development and delivery of education programs
by d ista nce.
It is appa rent from adu lt leam ing theOry that adult s prefer self-d irected
leaming and desire student cent red instruct ional adivihes that allow them to
relate past expe riences 10 thei r curren t educational venture (Knowle s, 1984) . A
Change in their life situation is usuall y the impetus to pursue leaming, and adults
are motiva ted by a desire to fulfill the identified need (Houle, 1961 ). Adult
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distance reamers , too, display self-directedness and leaming needs and
aspirations that are similar to those of their conventional education peers
(Holmberg, 199 5).
The research-based literature presented on student readiness recognizes
the significance of qualities like maturity , a high level of intrinsic moti vation , 5e11-
discipline, and an internal locus of control as important pre-requisites to a
successful distance experience (Dille & Mezack, 1991 ; Ekins, 1992) .
Field independence is the learning style most assOCiatedwith the
andragogical notion of self-directedness (Brookfield, 1986) . Research shows
that field independent adult learners are more likely than field dependent
leamers to succeed in both the conventional and distance settings . Considering
the nature of the distance experience , it is not surpris ing that such traits as
autonomy, non-conformity , and abstract thinking associated with field
independence are to be considered assets for distance leaming .
However, of concern as distance methods assume an integral role in the
provision of higher education is how distance education can respond to the
learning needs of field dependent participants. These leamers, who value
conformity to imposed patterns and behaviours and authoritative control, desire
a more structured environment than most distance programs provide . To
achieve success, they require such extemal controls as study centres that
provide assistance with developing appropriate study skills , goal setting, and
establishing guidelines (Willis, 1994). Particular attention must also be paid to
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ongoing mentoring and other facilitative interventions that promote satisfaction
and good grades instead of frustration and failure with learning by the distance
method.
literature on teaching at a distance reveals that a common practice in
conventiona l universities offering distance programs is to uti lize exist ing faculty
to fac ilitate the distance instructional process. Faculty report an expectation by
these institutions to convert on-site courses they teach to the distance delivery
method without consideration of the vital managerial and instructional changes
needed (Cyrs, 1997) . This custom places tremendous demands on the
instructors, demands that can seriously diminish the quality of the instruction and
the amount of time necessary to facilitate the distance learning experience for
each student.
In tum , the effectiveness of en-site classroom instruction is alte red as the
instru ctor attempts to divide teaching expertise between the t'NOsettings. A
negative impl ication of this scenario for distance education is that dis tance
teaching is not perceived as a unique discipline within the field of educa tion .
When faculty in conventional universities and colleges are expected to assume
both teaching roles and to use similar approaches and methodologies in each
learner setting, the unparalleled features of distance education go unnoticed.
As this paper has outlined, distance teaching requires a special set of
skills, knowledge, and attitude not common to conventional teaching. The
distance teacher. for example, must demonstrate competence in designing
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distance instruction, in using the technology, in facilitating the distance process,
and in providing ongoing feedback (Willis , 1994) . These and the additional
teach ing competencies summarized in this paper demand effective professional
development that prepares faculty at a level of mastery and confidence in their
new role .
Much of the literature attributes the success of distance education to the
ongo ing institutional support through SUCh practices as assigning a reasonable
WOrkload, allowing adequate time to plan and develop courses , aOO recognizing
faculty efforts (Sherwood, at at 1994 ; Olcott . 1991) . This paper has addressed
this issue and emphasized the need fO( compensation and rewards for distance
teaching faculty in a way that is compa rable with those in traditional faculty
ro les.
It is essential tha t all teaching include interaction, dialogue , feedback.
encouragement, and support between the teacher and the student. But, as
resea rch discussed in this paper has suggested, the communication does not
have to be face to face . It appears that the quality and quantity of interaction is
of greater importance regardless of whether it occurs in the classroom or
through technology (Souder, 1993) . Learners in distance settings achieve
grades that are comparable to or better than learners in the cteesrccm. and the
type of media used for delivering instruction does not alter academic
pelformance.
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Whether the instruction is being delivered to a large group in a ledure
theatre or to a small number of distance learners in their home settings, it is
considered ineffective if it isn't presented in an organized manner reflecting the
teacher's sound knowledge base and if it does not include meaningful and active
participation by leamers. It can be concluded from this review of the literature
that students learn effectively and enjoy the distance experience when (a)
course goals are set with input from the learner (b) the instruction fosters a
linkage with previous knowledge and experiences (C) interaction with the
instructor is friendly, supportive, and non-threatening (d) the opportunity for
independence is provided (e) feedback is prompt and beneficial (f) peer support
is available when needed (g) the technology is worKing properly and learners
are comfortable using it.
Since the evolution of distance education as a viable alternative to
traditional dassroom education , research has been slowly shifting from a focus
on ecrnevemeot outcomes to the process of learning by distance methOds.
Researchers are endeavouring 10better understand what and how individuals
learn and what measures can be taken 10improve the leaming experience.
Distance students toc:layare not the passive, correspondence students of the
past who received knowledge by completing learning materials somewhat
independent of their teaCher or their peers. Instead , teday's leamer acquires
knowledge in large part through actively communicating, via technology, with
peers and the instructor. Research is targeted , therefore, in this area.
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Distance education has expanded dramatically in Canada in recent years .
It has proven to be a feasible educational option to meet the growing demands
of adult learners, especially non-traditionalleamers whO are striving to balance
their studies with work and family life . Un iversities and colleges today are
offering full distance degree programs, including those at the graduate and
doctoral levels, and are integrating new communication technologies, such as
computer technology, with traditional audiolvisual and pr int materia ls to deliver
instruction.
AI the University of Western Ontario and Queens University. students and
faculty in the two-year Executive MBA programs use the distance method of
interactive videoconferencing to hold lively discussions with a diverse group of
people from all parts of the country.
In 1997 New Brunswick's TeleEducation NO launched one of the world 's
first virtual campuses on the world wide web. These electronic classrooms allow
students to enroll , study, and pay for courses through the Internet. By the year
2000, Telecampus hopes to have 10,000 students taking courses on line
(Statistics Canada, 1996). The Technical University of BritiSh Columbia , also
known as Tech BC, will open in the year 2000 offering full undergraduate,
graduate , and doctoral degree programs in such fields as software development
and information systems management. Students will have the option of
attending class on campus or pursuing the courses on line in theirhome, ":)r
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wor1<places. Some will obtain their college education without ever being
required to visit the campus.
Registration for distance courses at Memorial University of Newfoundland
has grown by 88% in the past four years (G. Penney, ' personal communication,
March 12, 1999) . This can be largely attributed to the incorporation of new
technologies resulting in the availability of a wide selection of courses, including
seminar courses and full undergraduate degree programs .
Memor ial University's Telemedicine Centre caters to the
telecommunication needs of both government and private organizations for
education and health programming and research purposes . Through standard
telephone lines , the Telemedicine Centre prov ides users with the ability to
teleconference to any location around the world . Using equipment like personal
comp uter-based work stations , interface communication devices, interactive
aUdiographics with a computer-based telewriter and video conferencing through
compressed video technologies, participants can experience real time,
interactive audio and video communication. A recent initiative, the Remote
Commun ity Services Telecentre, uses a satellite facility to open access to full
telecommunication services for remote areas of the province not reached by the
telephone network (P. Dwyer,:2personal communication, March 22 , 1999). In
1 Manager of Distance Education Development and Support.
:2 Project Coordinator, Remote Community Services 'rerecerure.
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add itio n, a newly formed .virt ua l design and development studi o expand s
Memoria rs capacity to de sign and develop programs in the newmedia leami ng
environment. This will be effected through such multimedia strategies as
CD-R OM aeahon, 'N8bsite development, and dig ita l 8Udiotvideo recording
(K Best.' personal communk:ation . March 11, 1999).
Initiatives such as these demonstrate that Memori al University of
Newfound land' is on the cutt ing edge of distance technologies. and there is
burgeoning interest within vi rtually all facultie s. Howe ver , despite the obvious
advantag es of the sophisticated technologie s such as the capability for real -
time. two-way commun ica tion between teacher and stud ents , even those in
remote communities , they are otten not optimally used in the de livery of distance
Many cl asses currently avai lable in distance education have been roughly
adapted from traditional cl assroom materia l. Furthermore, the majOrity of
distance educators cont inue to rely on the old. one-way systems d print. aud iO
tapes, and video tapes (G. P enney, persona l commun ication , April 1, 1999 ). As
the literature h ighlight s, administrators and facu lty have no t necessarily
subscribed to the concept that modem distance educa tion is at least equal, and
sometimes superior, to tradi tion al methods as measured by both academ ic
performance and student sa tisfact ion .
3 Mul timedia Developer , Virtual Design Centre .
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Distance education has much to offer in Newfoundland and Labrador
because of certain unique characteristics of the province and its people. This
author is particularly interested in potential application to the new baccalaureate
nursing program. Many factors impact on this challenge.
1. The unique geography of the province.
The population of Newfoundland and Labrador is widely dispersed and of
low dens ity. The vast majority of those currently enrolled in the nursing program
are rural students , some from remote areas who incur considerable travel and
living expenses . In addition. 87.3% of current students are women between the
ages of 17 and 40 years (J. ElliS,· personal communication, March 30,1999).
Female students are more likely than males to have family responsibilities that
make relocation very difficult (Pym, 1992) . The expense of having 10travel long
distance s and the stress of being separated from family members for extended
periods can create many hardsh ips.
2. The declining population
Due to demographics and out migration. Newfoundland and Labrador is
faced with challenges of a dedining population. With fewer secondary school
graduates and more available career options , it wilt be imperative to recruit to
the BN program more adults whom might otherwise not apply. Unless nursing
• Consortium Coordinator, Bachelor of Nursing Collaborative Program .
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institutions open education to meet the needs of adu lt students. they cannot
expect to maintain their prev ious level of academic: excellence
3. Distance education will attract students of smaller and more remote
rural communities, many of whom wi ll then return to their hometowns to work as
health care prov iders . Th is has part icu lar appeal to aborig inal people.
4. Distance education may be cheaper. In the final analysis, it wi ll likely
prove to be cost effect ive as well as time efficient as it has the potential to reach
more learners with fewer resources .
5. It promotes independence in learning, as well as flex ibili ty in the
con tent and organization of instructi o n. Thi s accommodates the self-instruct ion
mode l of learning preferred by adults, especially lha se who are fulfilling mult iple
roles
6. In Newfoundland and Labrad or, as in the rest of the country,
computers are bo th widely ava ilable and increasingly familiar to students . In
1997 , approximately 36% or one·third of Ca:"ladian households owned a home
computer. As for the Intemel, 13% in 199 7 were connected, wh ich is almost
double the 1996 rate . In Ne'Nfound land and Labrador , approximate ly 25% of
hous ehol ds owned a compu ter in 199 7, with appro ximately 10% using the
Internet (Stat ist ics Canada, 1999 ). In onl y a few short years , learners enter ing
post -seco ndary education will have used computers their entire lives and are
both faci le and comfortable in using this learning too l.
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Finally , the exploration, acquisition, and daily practice of communication
tech no logy will allow nurse educators in this province to join the cutting edge of
the new technologies' application to education. These early "pioneer" educators
w ill be instrumental in establishing innovative and adaptive approaches to
servi ng a changing society. With the combined impetus of technologic access ,
know-how and faculty interest combined with enthusiasm and training. nursing
educati on institutions in the province are well situated now, at the beginning of a
new century, to join the nencn -wlde trend to modem distance education.
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